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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

LATERAL BRACING SYSTEMS IN HIGH RISE STEEL FRAMES 

This thesis describes a study of lateral bracing systems in 

moderately sized steel frames. The objective of the study is to investi

gate the performance and economy of nine different bracing systems in a 

specified plane frame. An automated design program, which is described 

in two appendices, is used to size the members in the £ram.es. The 

results show the relative economy and performance of the various 

bracing systems. Results concerning stiffening of frames to reduce wind 

drift, portal and cantilever approximate analysis methods and bracing 

performance during gravity loading are also presented and discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Choosing an efficient and acceptable lateral bracing system is 

necessary in the design of nearly all frames. Lateral loads arising 

from wind or seismic action must be transmitted to the building's 

foundation by the structural system. A large number of possible systems 

exist, but questions about their relative economies have proved diffi

cult to answer. The "best" system will be determined by a number of 

factors, including labor and material costs, architectural considerations 

and the structure's location. 

The objective of this investigation is to study the performance and 

relative efficiencies of several types of lateral bracing systems with 

the aid of a computer program for automated design. Each of nine dif

ferent lateral bracing systems were placed in a frame and a standard 

steel section listed in the AISC Steel Construction Manual (2) was se

lected by the design program for each member in the frame. Studies of 

each syitem and comparisons of the systems are discussed in detail. The 

final design weight of each frame provides some measure of its relative 

economy. The techniques used to stiffen a frame to reduce wind drift are 

also explained and observed results are organized into general trends. 

1.1 Literature Review 

Studies of the performance and relative economies of lateral 

bracing systems conducted with the aid of an automated design program 

have received little attention in the technical literature. Although 

alternate structural systems are often compared by designers in the 

preliminary phases of building design, and computer-aided analysis and 



design tools are becoming increasingly available, this researcher could 

find no reports in the technical literature which dealt directly with 

the subject of this thesis. There is, however, some literature avail

able on either the performance of lateral bracing systems or on auto

mated design programs. 

Condit (7) has provided an excellent article covering the histori

cal aspect of wind bracing. He begins with a description of a medieval 

carpenter's knee braced timber frame. Then he traces the development 

of lateral bracing in cast iron and steel structures by the mid

nineteenth century French engineers, including Gustave Eiffel, designer 

of the Eiffel Tower. Finally, Condit looks at the lateral bracing 

system used in the Chase Manhattan Building, which was completed in 

1961. 

The optimization of overall structural steel building systems is 

discussed by Iyengar (14). A presentation of the basic types of build

ing sys t ems and their economical height ranges is shown. A brief, 

general technique for selecting an optimum structural system from 

several alternative systems is also explained. Brief discussions re

l~ting computer programs, shear lag, floor framing, and foundations to 

overall structural efficiency can also be found in this article. 

Articles relating to the performance of specific types of lateral 

bracing proved to be scarce. Gaylord and Gaylord (10) and Merritt 

(17) have discussions about bracing types and general bracing theory. 

A general description of various framing systems and their performance 

is discussed by Scalzi (20). Taranath (22) has investigated a technique 

for finding the optimum placement for single or double outrigger trusses 
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in a braced frame. Khan (16) discusses the present and future of tall 

buildings, relating structural systems to overall urban environment. 

Several very good automated design computer codes are available. 

Generally, these codes perform tasks similar to program DESIGN!, the 

automated design program used in this thesis. However, the different 

codes tend to vary in their solution methods. 

AUTOTIER, a program described by Agaskar (1), utilizes methods 

which are very similar to DESIGN!. AUTOTIER requires an initial input 

of design geometry, loadings, and other parameters. The program runs 

without interfacing with the design engineer, automatically making 

design decisions and arriving at a final set of fully stressed steel 

members. AUTOTIER differs from DESIGN! in three significant ways: 

it considers finite joint sizes, it can work in all three dimensions, 

and it can consider five loading cases internally during the design. 

DESIGNl must work in two dimensions and must interface with the 

programmer for each loading case. 

STRUDL-II (STRUctural Design Language) (11), a component of the 

ICES (Integrated Civil Engineering System) project, has a steel design 

option. Using a computer language developed for structural problems, 

the user specifies the type of structural system, and its geometry, 

loading and initial member trial sizes. STRUDL then analyzes and checks 

the appropriate AISC code equations for the initial trial member sizes. 

The designer must then interface with the computer, indicating which 

members are to be redesigned by the program. After the redesign, the 

user orders a reanalysis and then another design check. This continues 

until a final set of adequate members is found. Many other options 
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exist with STRUDL (12), incl uding reinforced concrete design, nonlinear 

analysis, linear buckling analysis and dynamic analysis. 

Another program with steel design capabilities is STAND (STructural 

ANalysis and Design) which was developed by S. L. Chu (6) at Sargent 

and Lundy Engineers. STAND is very similar to STRUDL in its use of a 

design language and its interfacing with the design engineer. STAND 

has considerably less capacity for analysis than STRUDL, but it has more 

design capabilities in rolled beam and column selection, composite beam 

design, plate girder design, and column base plate design. 

Other automatic design programs similar to AUTOTIER, STRUDL-II and 

STAND exist. Smith and Wilson (21) present a computer technique for the 

automatic design of shell structures. Efforts are being made to combine 

optimization routines into automatic design programs. Kavlie and Moe 

(15) have developed an automated design optimization routine for grill

ages and frames. Their discussion briefly covers most of the major 

nonlinear programming techniques currently used, and places particular 

emphasis on the sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT). 

Gallagher and Zienkiewicz (9) present the major techniques of structural 

optimization in greater detail. 
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Chapter 2 

THE FRAME AND TIIE LATERAL BRACING SYSTEMS 

Many types of lateral bracing systems can be used to resist the 

lateral loads imposed on a structure. The more conventional systems 

for moderately high structures (10 to 40 stories) can be placed into 

three broad classes: rigid frames, vertical trusses and combinations 

of the frames and trusses. In addition, framed tubular systems are 

becoming more common. Rigid frames rely on the member flexural 

stiffnesses and the rigidity of the connections in the structure to 

carry lateral loads. Vertical trusses use the stiffness of a canti

levered truss to resist the lateral loads. Combination systems place 

vertical trusses within a rigid frame. 

To study the relative efficiencies of several lateral bracing 

systems, a plane frame of given size and loading was designed using 

nine different systems. These bracing systems include one rigid frame, 

two vertical trusses and six combination systems. 

2.1 Rigid Frames 

In the rigid frame, all joints are assumed to be fully moment 

resistant (AISC Type I) (2). This causes the beams and columns to act 

together to resist lateral loads through their flexural stiffnesses. 

Fig. 2.1 shows a rigid frame subjected to lateral loads. The frame 

deforms in a sidesway mode, with the flexural deformations in the beams 

and columns causing the typical deflected shape shown. The . horizontal 

forces are resisted by the column shears and the corresponding over

turning moment is resisted by the column axial load couple and the 

column bending moments. 
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Several advantages can result from the use of a rigid frame. The 

spans are simple and unobstructed, allowing maximum architectural flexi

bility. The member end fixity resulting from the rigid connections can 

also result in reduced beam sizes if the lateral loads do not cause 

significant moments. However, the sidesway motion of the frame can 

result in the buckling behavior of the columns being considerably more 

critical (i.e. K ~ 1.0) than that corresponding to the basic pinned 

end condition. This increase in effective length is demonstrated in 

Fig. 2.1. The result of the larger effective length factors is usually 

heavier column sections in comparison to a braced frame design, for 

which K < 1.0. In addition, lateral loads cause significant moments in 

the lower beams and columns of a multistory rigid frame which necessi

tates the use of larger, heavier sections in this area. This can occur 

in rigid frames as small as five stories high. 

Lateral deflections arising from the S shapes taken by the columns 

are also seen in Fig. 2.4a. The drift is influenced by both the beam 

and column stiffnesses. Relative story to story drift deflections tend 

to be somewhat greater in the lower part of a rigid frame where the story 

shear is a maximum and tend to decrease in the upper stories where the 

story shear decreases. The larger member stiffnesses at the lower floors 

act to minimize these differences in deflection. 

2.2 Vertical Trusses 

All connections in the vertical truss are assumed to carry no 

moment (AISC Type II). Diagonal bracing members are required at each 

floor to insure the stability of the structure (Fig. 2.2). Lateral 

loads are carried by the vertical truss to the foundations. The 

vertical truss is formed by the beams, columns and bracing w~ich are in 
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the braced bays of the structure. Lateral loads on unbraced bays must 

be carried to braced bays by rigid floor diaphragms. 

Pinned connections create an effective length of one -in every 

member of the vertical truss. This smaller effective length factor 

helps reduce the amount of column steel from that needed in the rigid 

frame. However, the beams do not enjoy the benefit of end restraint 

which exists with rigid end connections and must support the entire 

simple beam moment. Pinned connections have some economic advantages 

because of their simplicity and the resulting ease of joining members 

in the field. 

The bracing members necessary in the vertical truss can cause 

significant architectural problems. The presence of bracing diagonals 

limits the size and shape of op enings in the bay and may be considered 

aesthetically objectionable. This effect can be minimized by placing 

the bracing in utility shafts or in service areas, or by choosing a 

less restrictive bracing configuration. Two types of internal bracing 

systems were investigated, X and K. Each type has one or more 

variations. 

X bracing (Fig. 2.3a) carries the lateral load through both diag

onals, one acting in tension and the other in compression. Often there 

is no effective connection where the two members of the X bracing cross, 

which can result in very high bracing member slenderness ratios and 

thus severely limit the allowable stress in the compression diagonals. 

Since equal sizes in both diagonals are usually required for symmetry, 

the tension member is often grossly under-stressed. A variation of X 

bracing, called counters (Fig. 2.3b), allows the tension member to 

control the bracing size. It is assumed that the compression diagonal 
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buckles and that the entire lateral load is carried through the beam to 

the tension diagonal. 13ecause tons ion governs the desizn, it is not 

necessary to use structural shapes for the diagonals. Rods, angles and 

tees are often used in a counter system. 

The behavior of K bracing (Fig. 2.3c) is similar to X bracing, but 

the reduced lengths of the bracing members cause an increase in their 

stiffnesses and allowable stresses. Note that the K bracing permits 

a larger opening through the bay than is possible with X bracing. If 

still larger openings are required, the K bracing may be split (Fig. 

2.3d). With this. arrangement, additional moments are introduced into 

the horizontal members of the truss. Knee bracing (Fig. 2.3c) provides 

the largest opening, but at the cost of causing sizable moments in the 

columns because of the horizontal force component where the bracing 

connects to the column. 

Drift deflections in the vertical trusses are primarily due to the 

axial deformations of the columns caused by the wind component of the 

combined wind and gravity loads. The behavior of the vertical truss 

is similar to a large cantilever beam, with the windward columns 

forming the tension flange and the leeward columns acting as the 

compression flange (Fig. 2.4b). 

2.3 Combination Rigid Frame and Vertical Truss 

In the combination frames, pinned bracing is placed within a 

rigid frame. Lateral loads are carried by the combined action of the 

rigid frame and the vertical truss. Reduced beam sizes are possible, 

both because the bracing carries most of the lateral load and thus 

reduces the wind-caused moments in the frame, and because the rigid 

connections and resulting end moments allow the beams to be proportioned 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 2.3 Some various forms of lateral bracing. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2.4 Deflected shapes for a rigid frame (a). a vertical truss (b) 
and a combination (c). 
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for less than the simple beam moments. However, the use of rigid 

connections will increase the connection costs. If the bracing con

tributes a sizable proportion of the lateral stiffness, the columns can 

be designed assuming sidesway is prevented in the plane of the frame. 

If the allowable axial load is controlled by the slenderness ratio in 

the plane of the frame, increased allowable axial stresses can result. 

The in-plane effective length factors were assumed to be less than one 

for all columns in the combination frames. 

Drift deflections are also reduced in the combination frames. The 

deflected shapes of the rigid frame and the vertical truss combine 

to form the S shape shown in Fig. 2.4c. The vertical truss supports 

the rigid frame near the base of the building, while the rigid frame 

tends to pull back the deflected tip of the vertical truss. 

2.4 Other Systems 

Several other major systems are available for carrying lateral 

loads. They include semi-rigid frames (AISC Type III connections), 

tubular configurations, and the inclusion of reinforced concrete shear 

walls. These systems were not studied for various reasons, most of 

which were associated with the limitations of the design program used 

and the scope of the investigation. 

The Type III connections of a semi-rigid frame have enough 

rigidity to develop some member end moment, but not as much as a rigid 

connection can develop (4). These semi-rigid connections can be 

combined with bracing to produce an economical and reasonable design 

for some frames. However, limitations of the analysis portion of the 

design program prevented the consideration of these connections. The 

analysis routine utilizes a stiffness approach, and connections which 
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are not either pinned or fixed cannot be handl ed by the program without 

extensive modification. It was also felt that this type of framing is 

not suitable for the particular frame and lateral loading considered in 

the design. 

Tubular structures have closely spaced columns in the external 

walls of the structure connected by deep and very stiff spandrel beams. 

This causes the entire building to behave as a cantilevered tube, thus 

utilizing the steel framing very efficiently and providing high struc

tural stiffness (14). Connecting beams between the columns are propor

tioned with sufficient stiffness to transfer enough flexural shear 

between the columns of the tube (which is pierced by window openings) 

to keep shear lag effects to an acceptable level. 

Shear lag effects result when a shear deformation takes 

place between the fibers of a beam (i.e. the columns of a tubular 

structure). This causes the normal assumptions of flexural and axial 

behavior, namely that a concentric axial load causes equal strains 

in all member fibers and that strains caused by moments vary linearly 

with the distance from the neutral axis, to become inexact. The 

behavior of the tube resembles that of a beam possessing two properties, 

a low shear stiffness in the web and an effective width in the flanges 

which is less than the actual width. Shear lag effects in the tube 

increase as the connecting spandrel beams are less able to prevent 

displacement and rotation of the member ends. Because the spandrel beam 

is usually short and deep to· minimize its deformations (sometimes with 

span to depth ratios of less than one), shear deformations as well as 

flexural deformations must be considered in analysis. 
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Variations of the basic tubular system include bundled tube and 

tube in a tube structures. The bundled tube configuration, for which 

the 1454 foot Sears Tower is the most notable example, uses the internal 

framing system like beam webs to help to reduce shear lag effects. The 

tube in a tube system, used mainly in tall reinforced concrete struc

tures, includes the design of both the utility core and the outer 

columns for tubular action. A tubular system would probably provide 

a workable structure for the structure considered in this study. 

The consideration of all three dimensions is important in a tubular 

structure, and extensive modification of the design program would be 

required to accommodate the third dimension. A three-dimensional system 

can be modeled in a two-dimensional analysis program (13), but shear 

lag effects can be accurately included only if shear deformations of 

the individual members are considered, a capability not currently 

included in progr~~ DESIGN!. A tubular structure would also raise 

additional problems with the design program because of the increased 

number of joints and members and the orientation of corner columns. 

The use of shear walls is another possible method of bracing 

moderately sized buildings. Basically, a concrete shear wall is assumed 

to resist all or a portion of the lateral loads, while the steel frame 

carries any gravity loads the shear wall does not. Shear walls are 

usually placed around the service areas of the structure. Methods 

exist for the computer modeling of shear wall and steel frame inter

action (18). However, the design of shear walls is well beyond the 

scope of the design program and thus these types of structures are 

not considered in this paper. 

13 
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2.5 The Basic Frame 

To compare the relative efficiencies of the rigid frame, vertical 

truss and combination bracing systems, a basic frame was first chosen. 

The selected geometry is shown in Fig. 2.5. This frame represents an 

interior bent of a building with a plan length large relative to the 

width. Wind forces are assumed to be resisted by several bents 

extending across the narrow dimension of the building rather than by 

lateral load resisting elements placed at the ends of the structure and 

connected to the interior bents by adequate floor diaphragms. The 

dimensions selected reflect compromises between various limitations. 

A height tall enough to produce a significant wind load was desired, but 

design time and computer costs favored as small a structure as possible. 

The height of twenty stores at t welve feet each (except for the fourteen 

foot first floor) provided a reasonable compromise between these limita

tions. The effect of the lateral loading was increased as a result of 

two other assumptions: a relatively small bay width (25 feet) and a 

location in a high wind area; e.g., Mi ami, Florida. The three evenly 

spaced bays provided two desirable properties: symmetry about the cen

terline of the frame (bracing was always placed in the center bay) and 

a configuration which was easily adaptable t o all the proposed bracing 

systems. The interior and exterior spans were selected to be of equal 

length, although for many buildings architectural requirements would 

result in shorter int erior spans. The frame was assumed to have an 

effective width of twenty feet. Alternatively, the frame may be thought 

to represent the conditions in a building placed in a lower wind area 

and with the frame resisting the lateral forces from more than one 

bay width. 
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2.6 The Design Frames 

The various frame configurations used are illustrated in Fig. 2.6. 

The rigid frame is shown in Fig. 2.6a. X bracing of the center bay was 

used in three frames, as a vertical truss in a pinned frame (Fig. 2.6b), 

in a rigid frame (Fig. 2.6c), and for a counter system in a rigid frame 

(Fig. 2.6d). K bracing was used in a vertical truss (Fig. 2.6e) and 

in a combination rigid frame-vertical truss system (Fig. 2.6f). These 

systems have been discussed in sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. 

After these six frames had been designed, three variations of the 

combined systems were tried, two designs with outrigger trusses and a 

design using multistory X bracing (also called inclined columns). All 

three systems were used in combination with a rigid frame. 

The outrigger trusses consisted of extending the bracing into the 

external bays on the 20th floor (Fig. 2.6g) and on the 10th and 20th 

floors (Fig. 2.6h). The purpose of these trusses is to further engage 

the outer columns as a part of the vertical truss and thus to increase 

the stiffness of the frame. K bracing was chosen for the internal bay 

because it proved stiffer than the X bracing in the original six frames. 

The trusses in the outer bays were chosen to be of an X configuration to 

avoid introducing additional joints at the beam midspan in some outer 

bay locations. 

The multistory X system (Fig. 2.6i) was chosen as another method 

of engaging the entire structure to resist the lateral loads. The first 

floor is braced by a simple X system in the center bay. The next 

eighteen floors are braced by three large X braces, each extending six 

stories high and covering the width of the building. The top floor 

is an unbraced rigid frame. Each bracing member in the multistory X 
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Fig. 2.6 The design frames. 
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system is assumed to be pin en<led and to have no joint where it crosses 

a beam. However, they are assumed to be laterally braced at the level 

of each floor. 
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Chapter 3 

DESIGN OF THE FRAMES 

The design of the frames shown in Fig. 2.6 was accomplished by 

extensive use of program DESIGNl, which is described in Appendix A. 

Throughout the designs many assumptions had to be made. These assump

tions were applied consistently to all nine frames. 

3.1 Assumptions 

Two types of assumptions were necessary. The first type occurred 

within the design program. These include such items as the idealized 

moment-rotation relationship for AISC Type I and Type II connections 

and assumptions about some of the design variables. These assumptions 

are listed and discussed in Appendix A. 

1110 second type of assumptions concern loadings, deflections and 

other external limitations. Live load reductions, allowable in most 

building codes, were not made. Although it would have been possible to 

use the reductions, provisions for live load reductions vary between 

the major building codes and the same provisions are often interpreted 

in different ways. For simplicity and to be consistent for all frame 

configurations, live load reductions were not made for any of the frames. 

Limitations were placed upon both the vertical deflections of the beams 

and on the wind drift of the structure. Beam deflections were not permit

ted to exceed more than the span divided by 360. The frame was stiffened 

if the wind drift exceeded the height divided by 500 under the design 

wind loads. · Individual story to story drift limitations were not con

sidered directly. These deflection limitation values were chosen because 

they are typical for the type of frame considered in this study. A 
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nominal depth limitation was placed on the beams and columns. Beam 

depth could not exceed 30 inches, except on the first floor. Columns 

were held to a nominal depth of 14 inches or less. The yield point of 

the structural steel was always assumed to be 36 kips per square inch. 

3.2 Loading 

Typical design loadings were selected. A dead plus live gravity 

load of 80 pounds per square foot of floor area was assumed, producing 

a 0.13333 kips per inch uniform loading on all beams. Member weights 

were included automatically by the design program. Wind loads were taken 

from the specifications for Miami, Florida (3). The wind loading is 

shown in Fig. 3.1. All loadings were reduced by one-fourth for design 

using combined win<l and gravity loads. 

3.3 Description of Design 

The design of a frame by program DESIGN! is done in three steps; 

wind, gravity and drift. A flow chart of these steps is given in 

Fig. 3. 2. This flow chart is general, and was not always followed 

exactly. The wind loading controlled most of the member sizes in every 

design. Because of the unsymmetrical nature of the wind loading, many 

equivalences (see Appendix A.2.2 , set Sb) had to be declared. The 

availability of the equivalence statement allows the program user to 

recognize symmetry between two members by forcing the size of the less 

critically loaded member to .be equal to the more critically loaded 

member. Gravity controlled a few member sizes in the upper stories of 

most frames, and about one-third of the member sizes in the vertical 

trusses. Generally, just a check (not a complete design) of the gravity 

design was more efficient for most of the frames. If a member was 

overstressed, it was adjusted and checked again. The need to increase 
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Fig. 3.2 General flow chart for frame design 
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the stiffness of members to reduce drift controlled a number of the 

member sizes in some frames. The techniques used to stiffen the frames 

arc described later. 

The computer used to run the design program was the CDC 6400 

available at Colorado State University. The pr~gram required a field 

length of 1100008 to compile and load and a field length of 715008 during 

execution. Execution run times for the initial free iteration on the 

wind loading case varied between 65 and 110 seconds, depending upon the 

number of members and the number of equivalences declared. Commercial 

rate costs at CSU are about $15.00 per 100 seconds for the field length 

specified above. Runs to check the adequacy of members for the gravity 

loading and to check drift deflections averaged about 15 seconds (exe

cution) at the same field length. Compilation time for program DESIGN! 

was about 28 seconds using FTN(OPT=2), the optimizing mode of the 

compiler. 

3.4 Comparison of Designs 

To compare the results for the nine frames, a measure of their 

relative efficiencies must be adopted. Cost is certainly the measure 

with the widest practical importance. Unfortunately, cost is dependent 

upon many factors which are vari able in nature and can be very difficult 

to quantify, such as connection type and complexity and costs of labor, 

materials. and construction time. Structural steel weight is used as 

the measure of merit because it is easily quantified. Weight accurately 

measures only the relative efficiency of the structural steel in the 

frame. Costs will have to be discussed intuitively. 
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The degree to which each des ign frame approaches its optimum 

design can affect the evaluation of the relative efficiencies of the 

various frames. Each frame has an optimum set of members, all of which 

are adequate under all loading conditions, which form the lightest 

structure. The design program does not have the sophisticated optimiza

tion routines which would be required to find the optimum design. 

Instead, it simply designs a structure in which each member is fully 

stressed under one of the loading conditions. These fully stressed 

designs do not guarantee the optimum design has been reached. However, 

the difference between the best fully stressed design and the optimum 

design is often quite small for most well behaved problems (9). It is 

possible for one frame to be closer to its optimum than is another. 

This certainly introduces some inaccuracies, but if the frame weights 

differ significantly, this inaccuracy will not affect the conclusions 

appreciably. 
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Nine frames were designed using the design program described in 

Appendix A, with the loading, geometry and limitations specified in 

Chapters 2 and 3. This section presents the results of ·thesc frame 

designs and discusses the behavior of each system, some comparisons 

between systems, the performance of the bracing during gravity loadings, 

and methods of stiffening the frames to reduce wind drift. 

Table 4.1 shows the results of the frame designs. Two sets of 

results are shown for each frame, the initial wind plus gravity design 

(with a 1/4 loading reduction) and the final design. The wind drift 

deflection and the frame weight is first given for the initial wind 

design, in which gravity load (no wind) stresses and deflection limita

tions were ignored. The final designs satisfy all the requirements for 

stresses and deflections for both loading conditions. 

A gravity-only design of the basic frame was done to provide some 

idea of the wind premium (i.e. the additional material required to 

satisfy lateral loading stresses) required by the various design frames. 

For the gravity frame the following assumptions were made: no wind 

loading, a no sidesway mode of failure (K ~ 1.0), rigid connections 

and zero weight bracing members. The weight of the gravity frame is 

used as the basis for the Relative Weight column of Table 4.1. It 

should be noted that this column does not reflect the relative weights 

of the structural steel for the entire building with and without the 

effect on lateral loadings. The final design weight contains only the 

weight of the structural steel in the frame itself, and does not include 
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N 
U1 

Description 

Rigid Frame 
-
Vertical 
truss x 

Vertical 
truss K 

Counters 

X Bracing 

K Bracing 

Outrigger 
Floor 20 

)utrigger 
Floor 10 & 

,:u1 ti story 

:iravity 
Frame 

Frar.ie 
Type 

Rigid 
Frar.ie 

Vert. 
Truss 

Vert. 
Truss 

Braced 
R.F. 

Braced 
R.F. 

Braced 
R.F. 

Braced 
R.F. 

Braced 
20 R.F. 

Braced 
X R.F. 

Braced 
R.F. 

Table 4.1 Summary of Design Frame Results 

Initial Design to 
satisfy 3/4 (\'/+G) 

Stresses Addition- Final Desil,!n 

Drift \·:eight al steel Drift Weight Relative 
Bracing inches t/h tons tons inches 4/h tons Weight 

- 12.7 229 108.7 118.8 5.78 503 227.5 378 

X 11.S 252 103.4 67.3 5.72 509 170.8 284 

K 11. 9 244 85.5 72.0 5.91 493 157.5 262 

X 
Count. 9.37 310 95.2 60.7 5.84 498 155.8 260 

X 7.33 396 103.0 40.0 5.74 507 143.0 238 

K 7.31 398 87.4 20.5 5.89 494 107.8 179 

. X & 
K 6.75 431 82.8 14.8 5 .. 80 502 99.5 166 

X & 
K 6.43 452 84.3 10.2 5.76 505 94.S 151 

X l.12 932 70.6 8.7 3.12 932 79.3 132 

- Gravity only design. no wind loading. no bracing 60.0 100 
weil!ht. 



the weight of out-of-plane girders, spandrels and joists. The addition 

of these out-of-plane weights to both the final designs and the gravity 

only design would increase all frame weights, but would probably decrease 

the frame weights relative to the gravity frame weight. 

4.1 Rigid Frame 

The final design for the rigid frame was controlled by the drift 

limitation, which was chosen as height/500. Most beam and column 

sections had to be chosen from the highest architecturally allowable . 

nominal depths to provide the flexural stiffness necessary to supply 

adequate resistance to the wind loading. Fig. C.l (in Appendix C) 

shows the final member sizes for the rigid frame. Typically, members 

were only stressed to about 50 percent of their allowable stresses in 

either the wind (3/4(D + L + W)) or the gravity (D + L) loading cases, 

thus .resulting in a very heavy frame with a total weight of 227 tons. 

The wind loading caused two types of actions which had to be 

carried by the frame, a shear and an overturning moment. The wind 

shear was carried as column shears in the rig~d frame. The overturning 

moment was resisted by a combination of column moments and column 

axial loads (Fig. 4.1). The contribution of the column moments to this 

resistance varies with the height of the structure. At the 16th story, 

column moments resisted 18 percent of the overturning moment, but this 

figure had dropped to only 5 percent at the 2nd story. Below the 16th 

story these moments became quite significant in column design, typically 

causing the flexural term in the interaction equation to be about equal 

to the axial term. 

The column axial loads provided most of the resistance to the 

overturning wind moment. Representative column axial loads are shown 
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in Fig. 4.2. The transfer of axial loads from the windward columns to 

the leeward columns is accomplished by the flexural action of the beams 

(Fig. 4.3). This allows the axial loads of the leeward columns to 

increase, while the axial loads in the windward columns decrease. This 

creates a couple which resists the overturning wind moment. Three 

separate analyses were performed for a wind loading on the rigid frame 

to t est the accuracy of the portal and the cantilever approximate 

analysis methods (17). A stiffness analysis similar to the analysis 

routine used in the design program was used to determine the "exact" 

solution. Member properties for the stiffness analysis were taken from 

the final design members of the rigid frame. The assumption of in

flection points at the midpoints of beams and columns was made for 

the approximate methods. For the portal method, the four column shears 

were assumed to be distributed as 1/6, 1/3, 1/3 and 1/6 of the total 

lateral load for the floor. Equal column areas were assumed for the 

cantilever method. 

The results of the analyses are shown in Table 4.2. Although the 

assumptions made for the approximate methods were crude, the cantilever 

and portal methods both produced results which were reasonably close to 

the stiffness solution. The application of these two approximate 

methods for a quick preliminary analysis appears to be reasonable for 

a frame with similar geometry. 

4.2 Vertical Trusses 

The two vertical trusses were designed next. The critical loading 

case for a member was either wind stress 1 gravity stress, or drift 
I 

deflection, depending upon the member's position in the truss (Fig. 4.4). 

The X and K bracing performed in a very similar manner. However, the 
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00 

Table 4.2 A comparison of the portal, cantilever and stiffness analysis methods for a wind (W only) 
loading on the rigid frame. 

Columns 

Story, 
Bay 

12 I 

12 E 

8 I 

8 E 

4 I 

4 E 

Beams 

Story, 
Bay 

12 I 

p 

2754 

1377 . 

4051 

2025 

5112 

2556 

2592 

Moment Shear 

C s p C 

2863 2620 38.3 39.7 

1280 1490 19.1 17.8 

4138 3870 56.0 57.4 

1835 2140 28.1 26.4 

5202 4810 70.5 72 .0 

2285 2730 35.0 31. 7 

Moment Shear 

2900 17.3 20.2 

Axial 

s p C s 
36.6 0.0 23.6 24.1 

20.8 78.5 70.7 70.3 

53.8 0 50.7 33 8 

29.9 169.0 152.0 158.0 

66.9 0 87.0 30.6 

38.0 290.0 261.0 280.0 

p = Portal Method 

C = Cantilever Method 
19.3 

s = Stiffness Method 

E = Exterior Bay 

I = Interior Bay 

All units are kips and 
inches. 

* Maximum end moment for beam. 
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longer lengths of the X bracing had two adverse effects. First, a lower 

allowable axial stress resulted and the axial stiffness (AE/L) was de

creased. Second, the bracing in the upper five stories of the X braced 

vertical truss (Fig. C.2 in Appendix C) was controlled by the slender

ness ratio limitation of 200 for compression members. These two factors 

combined to produce the difference in final weights between the X braced 

and the K braced ·vertical trusses. 

The vertical truss carried the lateral loads entirely by the action 

of the vertical truss formed by the bracing, beam and column members in 

the center bay. The wind shear was carried by the diagonal bracing 

members and the floor members contained within the truss. The computed 

axial stress in these interior beams was typically about 60 percent of 

the allowable axial stress at the bottom of the truss and decreased to 

about 35 percent of the allowable axial stress at the top of the truss. 

The overturning wind moment was resisted primarily by the couple formed 

by the axial loads in the two interior columns (see Fig. 4.5 and 4.6). 

This couple accounts for 97.6 percent of the resisting moment at the 

second floor in the K braced truss. The remaining 2.4 percent is 

supplied by the couple formed by the vertical force components of the 

bracing _axial loadings. The numbers are similar for the X-braced 

vertical truss. 

4.3 The X and K Combinations 

The next three design frames were combinations of the rigid frame 

and the X or K bracing. Two of the frames used X bracing, one with the 

bracing acting in tension only (counters) and one with the bracing 

acting in both compression and tension. One K braced rigid frame was 

designed. All three frames were braced only in the center bay. Member 
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sizes were determined by stresses an<l by needed stiffness to meet drift 

limitations. However, drift deflections were not as critical as those 

in the rigid frame and vertical trusses. 

Wind loading stresses tended to govern the external column sizes 

in all three frames. These larger stresses resulted primarily from the 

transfer of the interior column axial loads to the exterior columns by 

the rigid frame beam mechanism already mentioned (Fig. 4.3). Column 

moments did increase column sizes somewhat, but this effect was greatly 

reduced over that of the rigid frame. The contribution of the flexural 

term of the interaction equation increased in moving up the frame. The 

flexural term values varied from 0.03 to 0.25 (going from bottom to top) 

in the interior columns and from 0.10 to 0.50 in the exterior columns. 

The beam sizes in the counter X and X design frames were largely 

determined by the need to stiffen the frames to reduce drift deflections. 

Stiffening of frames to reduce wind drift is discussed in Section 4.7. 

This stiffening resulted in beams which were usually understressed. 

Typical values of the interaction equations at the 10th floor of the 

structure were about 0.85 for the K bracing, 0.70 for the X bracing 

and 0.60 for the counters. An exception occurred in the exterior span 

beams in the mid and upper stories of the K braced frame. These 

members were usually fully stressed under both the gravity and the wind 

loading cases. (Members are considered fully stressed when the inter

action equation value exceeds 0.90). This occurred because the frame 

did not require increases in the sizes of these beams to meet the drift 

limitations. The interior beams of the counter bracing system were 

significantly larger than the external beams in the lower stories. This 

resulted from the increase in axial load in the beam which was required 
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to transfer the lateral load between the tension only bracing on 

successive floors. 

The K braced frame had the least weight of the three combination 

frames, weighing 25 percent less than the X braced frame and 32 percent 

less than the counter-X braced frame. This can be attributed to the 

same advantages the K bracing had in the vertical truss, first, higher 

allowable axial loads and increased axial stiffness of the bracing 

members because of their reduced length, and second, the reduction in 

interior beam sizes allowed because of the K bracings' support at their 

midspan. Although' slenderness limitations could be ignored in the 

counter bracing design, the loss of the compression diagonals' stiffness 

required a significantly larger amount of steel to stiffen the frame. 

The wind loads were carried by the combined action of the rigid 

frame and the bracing. Nearly all of the horizontal shear was carried 

by the bracing in all three frames. This was true at any height in the 

structure. The remainjng horizontal shear was carried by the columns. 

The overturning moment was resisted primarily by the column axial loads 

(Fig. 4.7). The rigid frame action transferred some of the axial load 

from the windward exterior columns towards the leeward exterior columns, 

allowing the external columns to form a couple which has a greater lever 

arm (450 inches) than the two interior columns (150 inches). Because 

of their greater lever arm, the exterior columns resist the over

turning moment much more efficiently. In the second story of the K 

braced rigid frame the exterior column couple resisted 36 percent of 

the overturning moment while the interior column couple, the bracing 

and the column moments resist 55 percent, 8.5 percent and 0.5 percent of 

the overturning moment respectively. 
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Thus, the bracing and the rigid frame complement each other to 

yield a lighter frame than with either the vertical truss or the rigid 

frame alone. The rigid frame action engages the outer columns to resist 

the wind-induced overturning moment while the bracing acts to reduce 

the column moments. 

4.4 Three Other Combinations 

From the initial designs it became obvi ous that drift deflection 

limitations were causing a significant increase in the weights of the 

frames. Two types of bracing systems were proposed to stiffen the frame 

by increasing the proportion of the overturning wind moment resisted by 

the external columns. The first type included the use of an outrigger 

truss to brace the external bays of the K braced rigid frame at selected 

floors. The second type included bracing the entire frame with multi

story X bracing extending the full width of the frame. 

Both of these types of systems attempt to make the frame more 

analogous to a cantilever beam. The bracing in the outer bays provides 

greater continuity between the internal and external columns. This 

results in a transfer of the wind overturning moment from the interior 

column couple to the exterior column couple. The frame is then similar 

to a cantilever beam: the bracing and internal framing system forms 

the web (and carries its share of the vertical load) and the external 

columns form the flanges and resist most of the overturning moment from 

the · lateral loads. This type of behavior is especially obvious in the 

multistory X braced frame. 

Both of the outrigger frames were stiff enough that drift deflec

tion limitations did not greatly increase the total steel weight. Wind 

loading stresses generally governed the design of the bracing and of the 
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exterior columns. Gravity loading stresses determined member sizing of 

the interior columns and at a few locations where beam sizes were 

increased slightly to meet L/360 vertical deflection limitations. Most 

beam sizes were either controlled by wind stresses or by wind drift 

stiffening requirements. However, only slight increases in beam sizes 

were required to stiffen the frame. 

The effectiveness of the outrigger trusses varied greatly with the 

distance from these fully braced floors. Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.8 clearly 

illustrate that the fully braced floors resulted in a significant change 

in the axial stress distribution. However, the behavior of the frame 

gradually reverted back to the simple braced frame (Fig. 4.7) at levels 

further below the floor with the full width bracing. This accounts for 

the decrease in steel weight of the 10th and 20th story bracing system 

over just having the full width bracing at the 20th story only. 

Drift deflection limitations did not affect any member sizes in the 

multistory X braced frame. Wind loading stresses generally controlled 

member sizing in the external columns, the bracing and a few beams in 

the exterior bays. Gravity determined the internal column sizes and 

most beam sizes. However, most me~bers in the multistory X braced 

frame were highly stressed (interaction values of 0.75 or more) for 

both the gravity and wind loading conditions. 

The ability of the multistory X bracing to move the axial wind 

loadings to the exterior leeward columns is clearly shown in Fig. 4.9 

and Table 4.4. In every braced story, the external column couple 

resisted at least 60 percent of the wind's overturning moment, while 

the internal column couple provided only minimal resistance. The 

position of the bracing members within the individual floor has a very 
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important effect on the response of the members in this floor. When the 

bracing is in the external bays, its lever arm builds up and the bracing 

is able to carry a significant portion of the wind moment (stories 2 and 

9 in Table 4.4). When the bracing acts through the building's center

line, as in the fifth floor, the lever arm of the bracing is reduced to 

zero and the columns must resist the entire wind moment. The bracing 

couple can work with the wind moment (12th story) and cause an increase 

in external column axial loads. The wind shear is carried by the 

bracing. 

4.5 Comparison of the Various Bracing Systems 

Several different comparisons of the various frames can be noted. 

Quantitative comparisons of the relative steel weights follow from the 

final design weights shown in Table 4.1. It is also possible to make 

some approximate qualitative comparisons of relative costs. The 

performance of the different types of bracing and framing systems can 

also be discussed. 

The rigid frame resists lateral loads entirely by using the 

flexural stiffness of the members, which was very inefficient for the 

20 story frame considered. The rigid framing without bracing resulted 

in a greater increase in wind moments in the beams and columns of the 

lower stories than in any other frame. These large moments caused 

significant increases in the size and weight of these members. In 

addition, stiffening the rigid frame to reduce wind drift to acceptable 

limits required doubling the weight of the frame from the initial wind 

stress design. It is observed that the efficiency of the rigid frame 

varies directly with the magnitude of the moments produced by the 

lateral loading and the drift limitations. Thus, a rigid frame could 
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Table 4.3 Percentage of wind moment r esis ted in the outrigger truss 
bracing system with floors 10 and 20 fully braced. 

Exterior Interior 
Story Column Column Braci ng Column 

Couple Couple Couple ~laments 

1 -, t;8 7 ? .., c; 1 7. 1 1. 7 

1 1 c:-i; R -;;() 0 1 1 7 4 5 
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81. 8 
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Fig. 4.9 Column axial load distribution in the 
multistory X bracing system, 3/4(W+G) 
loading. 
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provide a reasonable design in low frames or frames with light lateral . 

loadings. However, the design frame selected was too high and the 

lateral loads too great for efficient use of the rigid frame system. 

The results for the vertical truss and the combination frames 

provide some interesting comparisons. In each type of system the K 

bracing proved to be far superior to the X (and counter) bracing system. 

This was primarily due to the shorter lengths of the K bracing members 

which resulted in higher allowable axial loads and greater axial 

stiffnesses. The K bracing reduced the size of the internal bay beams 

by providing a support at the midspan of the beams (see Fig. C.4). 

Also, K bracing offers some architectural advantages, such as allowing 

larger openings in the braced bay. · 

The final design weights for the combination frames were about 2/3 

to 3/4 of the design weights for comparable vertical trusses. Whether 

the combination system or the vertical truss system is better depends 

upon the relative economies of Type I (rigid connections) and Type II 

(pinned connections) framing. Type I framing is certainly more costly 

to fabricate and assemble than is Type II framing. A quantitative cost 

analysis would have to be performed to see if the reduction in steel 

cost for a combination frame would justify the expensive Type I 

connections. 

The three designs with the least weight were the ones which engaged 

the outer columns in the vertical cantilever beam action most effectively. 

The two outrigger bracing systems and the multistory X bracing system 

were stiff enough to reduce or eliminate the inclusion of steel to 

satisfy drift deflection limitations. All three ·systems have architec

tural handicaps. The outrigger trusses block out a whole story or t wo in 
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the frame, allowing only a few openings between the bracing. For this 

reason, outrigger trusses are often placed on mechanical floors, in 

end walls, or are placed along lines where interior walls are planned. 

This handicap is not as serious in the multistory X bracing, but it is 

still present. 

The multistory X braced frame had the lightest steel weight by far. 

It was also extremely stiff. These attributes probably make it the 

most efficient frame designed. However, several improvements can be 

suggested. The stiffness of the multistory X braced frame could permit 

either of two choices: less expensive semi-rigid or pinned connections, 

or an increase in the lateral loads on the frame. Since the external 

column couple is formed more by the action of the bracing than by the 

action of the rigid frame (Table 4.4), a change of connection type 

which would reduce or eliminate the rigid frame action is feasible. 

It is economical to alternate the braced wind bent with one or more 

gravity bents in the structure, as shown in Fig. 4.10. This would 

increase the lateral loads on the wind frame and use the stiffness of 

the multistory X bracing more effectively. 

4.6 Bracing and Gravity Loads 

Bracing is often ignored when the beams and columns are sized for 

gravity loads. The bracing obviously does carry some of the gravity 

load, but this contribution is usually considered small enough to 

neglect. The design fran\es indicate that this is usually a reasonable 

assumption. Generally, bracing was stressed to only about 10 percent 

to 15 percent of its allowable stress by gravity loads in the vertical 

trusses, the X and K braced combinations and in the outrigger truss 

bracing system (see Fig. 4.11). The only exception in these frames 
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Position of X ~xterior nterior 

Story bracing column column Bracing 
couple couple couple 

12 

9 

5 

2 

I \j ~I 114 .1 2.7 -18.S 

I 7f ~ l f\ 63.9 3.4 32.7 

I 
~ V I M 

96.0 4.0 0.0 

VI I~ 69.S 2.3 28.0 

Table 4.4 Percentage of wind moment carried in the 
multistory X braced frame. 
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Fig. 4.10 Alternate wind and gravity frames in a structure. 
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occurred in the 20th s tory of t he outrigger truss systems. Bracing 

members in that posit i on wer e stres sed to about SO percent of the 

allowable stress in the gravi ty loading . This occurred because the 

outrigger truss acted to equalize the axial shortening of the i nterior 

and exterior columns. The multistory X bracing did receive stresses up 

to about SO percent of the allowable stress, but these stresses dropped 

off when the bracing was. entering the exter ior bay (stories 6, 12 and 

18). With this bracing system the bracing picks up enough of the 

gravity load to be considered in analysis. Partly to emphasize this 

behavior, th~ bracing elements of the mul tis t ory X bracing system are 

sometimes designated as inclined columns. Thus, it would appear to be 

reasonable to neglect the contribution of the bracing during a gravity 

loading in all the types of systems considered except in the multistory 

X bracing system. However, the increasing availability of computer

aided analysis methods makes feasible the i nclusion of gravity load 

actions in the bracing member design and analysis. 

4.7 Stiffening Frames Against Drift 

Every frame designed, with the exception of the multistory X 

braced frame, required some stiffening to satisfy drift limitations. 

In most systems, additional st eel was placed in the frames by intuition 

to stiffen the structure. However, two frames were investigated to 

determine . the optimum locations for the additional steel. 

The rigid frame required 110 percent of the initial wind stress 

design weight to reduce the drift deflect ions to the h/SOO limitation. 

The majority of the beams were increased to the nominal depth limita

tions. Column sizes were also increased greatly. 
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For two of the bracing systems tlcs i gned, an investigation was made 

of the best placement of steel to stiffen a vertical truss. An X braced 

cantilever truss with geometry similar to the interior bay of the X 

braced vertical truss was used to determine the effects of increasing 

the cross sectional areas of the bracing, columns and beams. An initial 

computer run was made with the area for each member in the truss equal: 

Three additional runs were made, one each for increases in the beam, 

column or bracing member sizes. In each case the cross sectional area 

of beam, column or bracing was doubled while the other areas were held 

to their original values. The curves showing the results of these 

studies are given in Fig. 4.12. Clearly, in a vertical truss of this 

geometry, increasing the interior column sizes has the greatest effect 

on drift deflections. Increasing the bracing sizes has only a minor 

effect, while increases in b_eam sizes do not significantly decrease 

drift. 

These results can be explained by examining the pinned truss 

deflection equation: 

NM 
6 = I 

i=l 

n.N.L. 
1 1 1 

A-E. 
1 l. 

( 4 .1) 

where 6 = deflection, A= area, L = length, E = modulus of elasticity 

and NM= number of members, N. = member force due to real loading, n. = 
1 1 

member force due to the appl ication of a unit load at the position and 

in the direction of the desired deflection. Table 4.5 shows the truss 

deflection contributions of the beam, bracing and columns of the truss 

used in Fig. 4.12. Because the columns, beams and bracing do not all 

have the same area, the MIA.L. 
1 1 

term is used to weigh the results. 
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Table 4.5 Contributions of beams, columns and bracing to vertical 
truss deflections. 

L. p.P.L. 
IA . L. I 

1 D.= I 1 1 .1 D./IA.L. Type 
1 1 J\. E. Ai El 1 l 

l l 

Column s 1.50 X 105 8.28 X 10-3 14.952 99.6 X 10 
-6 

Beams 1.05 X 105 5.79 X 10-3 0.001 -------

Bracing 2.52 X 10 5 13.8 X 10 -3 0.395 1.5 X 10 -6 

Total Drift= 15.347 

3000 I 

V1 
Original curve and 

(1) curve for doubled 
..c: 

2000 beam areas. (.) 

~ ..... 
~ Curve for doubled 

•r-l 
bracing areas . 

.µ 
..c: 
bO 

Curve for doubled •.-l 
(1) 

1000 column areas. :r: 

000- -,-- -----t------.,-------,------..-
0 5 10 15 20 

Deflection in Inches 

Fig. 4.12 Truss deflections for lateral loads, effects of doubling 
member areas of beams, bracing or columns while holding 
other areas constant. 
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These figures clearly illustrate that the axial shortening of the columns 

contribute most of the deflection. This makes them the most efficient 

place for additional stiffening steel. 

Fig. 4.13 shows the stiffening history of the K braced vertical 

truss. Only the bracing and column sizes were increased. The addi

tional stiffening steel was placed uniformly in the bracing or columns 

throughout the height of the frame. From the starting point to point 1, 

the column stiffening was about 5 times as efficient as was placing 

the additional steel in the bracing members. From points 1 to 3, only 

tQe column sizes were increased, but for each step the columns required 

more steel to cause a unit decrease in deflection. At point 3 an 

increase in bracing sizes was tried again. The bracing efficiency at 

point 3 was the same as it was at the starting point. However, an 

increase in column sizes showed that their efficiency was now equal to 

that for the bracing. An increase in bracing size was used to go from 

point 4 to point 5. Column increases brought the frame to the accept

able drift limit at point 6. This efficiency drop for column stiffening 

indicates that the best placement for stiffening steel may shift from 

the area which was predominant at the start of stiffening to a different 

area of the frame. 

A more complete, although briefer, stiffening history was recorded 

for the K braced rigid frame with the 20th floor outer bays fully 

braced (Fig; 4.14). Increases in the inside column area and beam sizes 

had the greatest and almost equal efficiencies. Weight increases of 

the bracing and outside columns had significantly lower stiffening 

efficiencies. Increases in the inside column sizes were used to stiffen 

the frame and reduce the drift to point 1 in Fig. 4.14. Note that 
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from point 1 the slopes (steeper slopes show greater stiffening 

efficiency) of every area except the inside columns are almost the same 

as they were at the starting point. The inside columns have had an 

efficiency drop and the beruns have become the best place for stiffening 

steel. 

The drift of a structure can be considered to be the sum of the 

deflections arising from the fl exibility of each individual member. 

As equal increments of steel are added to one type of component, such 

as the inside columns, the relative contribution of successive incre

ments of steel will decrease, as shown in Fig. 4.13. After a number of 

increments have passed, the contribution to stiffening of one component 

may decrease to a value below the contribution of a different component, 

such as bracing. When this occurs, the most efficient placement of 

stiffening steel will shift to the other component. 
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Chapter S 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, an investigation into the relative economies of 

various lateral bracing systems in steel plane frames was made. Nine 

different systems were placed in a standard 20 story, 3 bay framework 

with the same loading applied to each frame. The design was done with 

an automated design program written by the author. The results of the 

designs illustrate the relative efficiencies and behavior of several 

different types of lateral bracing systems. 

Results obtained show that the lateral bracing systems which tend 

to engage the entire frame in action similar to a cantilever beam 

produce the stiffest and least weight designs for the geometry and 

loading considered. These types of systems result in most of the over

turning moment being resisted by the couple formed by the exterior 

columns of the frame. The exterior column couple is more efficient than 

either the interior column couple or the bracing couple because of its 

greater lever arm. The multistory full width X bracing and the two 

systems including outrigger trusses were the most efficient in producing 

this type of action. The rigid frrunc action of a braced rigid frame 

also allowed the exterior column couple to carry more of the overturning 

moment than unbraced rigid frames or vertical trusses, but at the price 

of introducing larger moments into all beams and columns. 

Vertical trusses (AISC Type II connections) were found to require 

20 percent to 46 percent more steel than a comparable braced rigid 

frame. The economies of vertical truss systems depend upon the 

additional costs of the rigid and semi-rigid connections in the braced 
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rigid frame as compared to the addition~l steel the vertical truss would 

require. A rigid frame proved to be an inefficient design for the 20 

story frame considered because excessive amounts of stiffening steel 

were required to reduce drift. 

The results indicate that the K bracing was structurally superior 

to the X bracing when placed in either a rigid frame or vertical truss. 

The shorter member lengths of the K bracing resulted in higher allow

able axial loads and greater axial stiffness. Consequently, the K 

bracing resulted in a frame or truss which required less steel to 

stiffen and had a lighter final design weight than a comparable X 

braced frame or truss. 

Steel used to stiffen a frame should be placed in areas (beams, 

columns or bracing) that contribute the most to the overall truss 

deflection. In general, increased stiffness can most efficiently be 

achieved by first increasing the columns forming the chords of a 

vertical truss. As one area is stiffened, the optimum location for the 

stiffening steel may shift to another area. 

Results of this study can be used to help determine the efficiency 

of various lateral bracing systems in mid-height range structures, thus 

resulting in a savings of material and more economical structural 

frameworks. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM DESIGN! 



A.1 Introduction 

Appendix A 

PROGRAM DESIGN! 

Program DESIGN! is an analysis-design computer program for plane 

frames composed of structural steel sections. Given the structural 

loading and geometry information, DESIGN! selects a set of standard 

steel shapes which satisfy the applicable AISC interaction equations 

and other limitations imposed by the designer. The program begins by 

performing a stiffness analysis using the input structural geometry, 

loading, and either input or internally selected initial trial sizes. 

Each member is then checked to determine if all applicable stress 

conditions arc satisfied. If a given member is over- or under-designed 

by more than the allowable limits, t he program selects a new shape to 

support the member actions given by the previous analysis. After all 

members have been individually checked, the program reanalyzes the 

structure using the new member sizes and then performs another design 

check. This continued until the design check shows that all the members 

are adequate. Output includes the selected section shapes, member end 

actions, interaction equation values, joint deflections and maximum 

beam deflections. The general flow chart for the program is shown in 

Fig. A.l. DESIGN! is written in ANSI FORTRAN IV computer language and 

consists of five basic parts: input, analysis, design, control, and 

output. 

A.2 Input Information 

Program DESIGN! requires that all input data be consistent with 

the FORTRAN format field specified for the data. The program requires 
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Input Analysis 

Design Output 

Fig. A.I Simplified flow chart for Program DESIGNl. 
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a description of the geometry, loading, member information, and values 

used to specify how certain parts and options of the program are to be 

controlled. Initial member sizes may be input or chosen internally. 

Each AISC shape is assigned a member code number which is used as a 

reference for that shape. These code numbers are tabulated in Table A.1. 

A.2.1 Definition of Structural System 

All input data must have consistent force and length units of kips 

and inches. An orthogonal structure coordinate system must be estab

lished as shown in Fig. A.2. The program requires that columns be 

nearly parallel to the Y axis. All joints and members must be num

bered sequentially beginning with one. Support conditions and loadings 

must be identified. 

Joint Numbering 

Each joint must be assigned a unique joint number, with the maxi

mum number assigned equaling the number of joints in the structure. 

The amount ~f computer storage and run time is dependent upon the 

maximum difference between the two joint numbers at the ends of each 

member. In Fig. A.2, the maximum difference occurs with member 3, 

which has a difference of 6 - 3 = 3. Joints should be numbered to keep 

this difference as small as possible. For further explanations of 

joint numbering, see Sections A.2.2 set 3, and A.3.5. 

Member Numbering 

Each member must be assigned a unique number, with the maximum 

number assigned equal to the number of members in the structure. 
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Fig. A.2 Plane frame with structural coordinate system, joint 
numbering and loads. All units are kips and inches. 
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A.2.2 Required Input Data 

The input required for program DES IGN! can be broken down into 

several units or data sets, as outlined below: 

Set 1 Descriptive information and program control flags. 

Set 1 consists of one card containing values of NJ, NM, E, SWAY, INTS, 

I0FLAG, IGR0V, IPFLAG, IN0UT, DEEFL, and MAXBAND using format (2110, 

El0.2, Fl0.2, SIS, FS.O, IS) where 

NJ Total number of joints. 

NM Total number of members. 

E Modulus of elasticity for all members. 

SWAY The height above which sidesway is present. This 

important variable is used in determining the effective 

length factors. 

INTS The number of iterations allowed before a subroutine is 

called to help convergence. INTS should not be less than 

three. The program assumes INTS = S if a zero or blank 

is read. For further explanations see Section A.5.1. 

IOFLAG 

!GRAV 

A variable controlling the program operating mode and 

having two possibl e input values, zero or one. Zero 

allows the analysis-design sequence to iterate normally. 

A one instructs the program to only analyze the structure 

and print the interaction equation values for each mem

ber using the trial member sizes. No iteration is 

permitted. 

A control flag which specifies the loading condition 

with one of three possible values; zero, one, or two. 
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IPFLAG 

INOUT 

IGRAV=0 specifies that analysis and design be performed 

using input load va lues wi th no modification for wind 

or moment redistribution . IGRAV=l signifies a gravity 

loading and allows the program to use a maximum one-tenth 

redistribution of the negative beam momemts when per

mitted by AISC 1969, Section 1.5 . 1.4.1. A value of two 

signifies a wind loading and all input loadings are 

reduced one-fourth and no moment redistribution is 

allowed. 

This control flag specifies the output desired and may 

have one of four values: zero, one, two, or three. 

IPFLAG=0 results in an echo of the input data, plus 

final member sizes, actions, interaction equation values, 

and member deflections (for deflections, also see 

Section A. 6.4). IPFLAG=l results in the output specified 

by the value 0 and also a listing after each iteration 

of the new member sizes and the member K p 
x' max' M max' 

cmx' cmy' F , and Fbx val ues. IPFLAG=2 causes a card a 

to be punched for each member giving the member number 

and its size code (information useful to use as trial 

member input for later runs). In addition, a member 

size code table is printed and all the output for 

IPFLAG=0 is generated. IPFLAG=3 is used when all the 

above output is desired. 

This flag also controls the output and has three possible 

values: zero, one, and two. INOUT=0 is the normal mode. 

INOUT=l suppresses the input echo. INOUT=2 allows only 
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DEFFL 

the printing of joint deflections unless the maximum 

drift deflection i s within the limits defined by DEFFL. 

If the drift deflections are less than DEFFL restrictions, 

output is the same as INOUT=l . 

Drift deflection limit. This is used only when INOUT=2. 

If drift deflections are limited to hcight/500, enter 

500; if the limit is height/600, enter 600. If DEFFL=O 

is entered, 500 is assumed. 

MAXBAND Maximum bandwidth of the stiffness matrix. See Sections 

A.3.5 and A.8. 

Set 2 Geometry 

The set consists of one card for each joint and contains values for JN, 

X, Y, FIXYZ(l), FIXYZ(2), and FIXYZ(3) using format (IlO, 2Fl0.3, 3FS.2) 

where: 

JN Joint number. 

X 

y 

FIXYZ ( 1) 

FIXYZ(2) 

FIXYZ(3) 

Structural X coordinate of the joint. 

Structural y coordinate of the joint. 

Fixity of the joint against X translation. 

Fixity of the joint against y translation. 

Fixity of the joint against z rotation. To fix a 

joint against translation or rotation, enter any non-zero 

positive number (usually one) for the ~ppropriate FIXYZ. 

If the movement is free, enter a zero or leave blank. 

For further explanations see Section A.3.4. 
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Set 3 Individual member data 

The set consists of one card for each member and contains values for M, 

JC, KC, FYIELD, BRCEX, BRECY, DL , YMNE, YMFE, IBC, IPIN, and SETSIZ 

using format (315, Fl0.2 , IS, 2Fl0.2, 212, 16) where: 

M 

JC 

KC 

FYIELD 

BRCEX 

BRCEY 

DL 

Member number. 

Joint mm1ber of the "near end" of the member. This must 

be the lower end for columns which frame into supports, 

and this convention is suggested for all columns. Beams 

may have either end designated the near end, but the use 

of the left end as the near end is most convenient and 

is suggested. The locations of the near and far ends 

must be recognized when specifing member loadings. 

Joint number of the far end. 

Yield point of the steel in the member. Any grade may 

be used. 36 ksi is assumed if none is specified. 

Maximum distance between lateral bracing points along the 

strong axis. 

Maximum distance between lateral bracing points along the 

weak axis. The effective length factor for the weak 

axis, K, is always assumed to be one. If this factor 
y 

varies, vary BRCEY accordingly. For beams, this is the 

distance between lateral bracing of the compression 

flange. 

Limit on the maximum nominal depth permissible for the 

member. If not specified, 36 and 14 inches are 

assumed for beams and columns respectively. 
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YMNE Weak axis (out of plane) moment on the near end of the 

member, YMNE must be a positive number. Shear reactions 

coming in from out of plane members can be entered as 

joint loads parallel to the X or Y axes. 

YMFE Weak axis (out of plane) moment on the far end of the 

member. YMPE must be a positive number. 

IBC Beam or column designation. IBC=O designates a beam, 

IBC=l designates a column. Beruns arc usually picked 

from the economy tables. Because of this, bracing mem

bers should be declared columns. The effective length 

factor is always set equal to one except for vertical or 

near vertical columns. 

IPIN IPIN=l will cause the program to treat the member as 

pinned at both ends. See Sections A.3.2 and A.3.3.2 

for details. 

SETSIZ This option allows the programmer to declare the member 

to be a given size which will not change throughout the 

iterations. Enter the appropriate member size code 

number for the member. 

Set 4 Member properties and references 

These data sets reference the entire selection of AISC M and W 

shapes. Set 4a consists of three cards which reference the nominal 

depths to the member size codes. Set 4b contains 213 cards, each 

describing the properties of an AISC M or W shape. Set 4c contains 

four cards which reference 54 economy table shapes. This set should 

have been included with the program package. 
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Set S Trial member sizes, which consists of sets Sa and Sb given below. 

Set Sa Trial sizes flag 

The set consists of one card containing the value for MEMTRI using 

fonnat (IS) where: 

MEMTRI - MEMTRI=l indicates that the t rial sizes will be read 

in. If ME~ITRI=l is specified the entire set Sb must 

follow. DESIGN! does have a subroutine which will find 

preliminary sizes if necessary, but it is not very 

efficient. MEMTRI=O will cause the subroutine to size 

all the members initially and set Sb is not needed. 

Set Sb Trial member sizes and equivalences 

The set consists of one card for each member containing values for M, 

MSIZE, and !EQUIV using format (3!10) where: 

M Member number. 

MSIZE 

!EQUIV 

Number of the initial trial member size selected from 

Table A.l, MSIZE=O causes the sizing subroutine to 

choose the initial size. 

This option allows the user to declare the equivalence 

of this member to another member. Typically this would 

be used in a symmetrical structure with an unsymmetrical 

loading, as in the top half of Fig. A.2. For the load

ing shown, member 7 is probably less critical than 

member 9, but it is assumed that symmetry dictates that 

they should be the same size. Thus enter a 9 as the 

!EQUIV value for member 7. Do not specify 7 as the 

!EQUIV value for member 9. 
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Set 6 Member loadings, which consists of sets 6a and 6b given below. 

Set 6a Number of member loading 

The set consists of one card containing the value for MLOADS using 

Format (IlO). 

MLOADS Total number of member load cards to f ollow. A member 

may have more th an one loading. MLOADS must not exceed 

the dimension of the vari able s in the common block 

/LOADS/. Member weights are automatically considered 

within the program. 

Set 6b Member loads 

The set consists of one card for each member loading defining MEM, 

JCODE(s), RLOAD(s), RN, and RF using fonnat (215, 3Fl0. 2) where: 

MEM 

JCODE 

RLOAD 

Member number. 

Loading code: 

1 = concentrated load. 

2 = uniform load on all or part of the span. 

3 = concentrated moment. Cotmterclockwise is positive. 

4 = joint displacement in member y direction. 

5 = temperature change. Positive for increasing 

temperatures. Units in degrees Fahrenheit. 

6 = joint displacement in member X direction. 

7 = linearly varying load over the full span. The 

larger load intensity must be at the near end of 

the member. 

Magnitude of the loading . . Care must be taken to enter 

the correct sign. RLOAD is specified by the member 
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RF 

· coordinate system shown in Fig. A.3. If the convention 

of placing the nc:1r end on the left is followed, most 

gravity landings will havo a negative sign. Member co

ordinate systems are explained in Section A.3. 

Distance from the near end of the member to the load, 

expressed as a fraction of the span length. RN must be 

specified for uniform loads, concentrated loads, and 

concentrated moments. For· example, a uniform load 

covering the middle third of the span would have 

RN=.333. Note that RN=O would denote a load starting 

at the near end. 

Distance from the far end to the start of the load, 

expressed as a fraction of the span length. RF is only 

needed for uniform loads. If RF is not given, the uni

form load is assumed to extend to the far end. 

Set 7 Joint loadings, which consists of sets 7a and 7b given below. 

Set 7a Number of joint loadings 

The set consists of one card containing the value for JLOADS using 

format (IS) where: 

JLOADS Total number of joint loading cards to follow. A 

joint may have any number of cards. There is no limit 

on the number of joint loadings. 

Set 7b Joint loads 

The set consists of one card for each joint loading defining JN, X, Y, 

and . Z using format (110, 3F10.2) where: 
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Fig. A.3 Loaded member with member coord inate system. 
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JN 

X 

y 

z 

A.3 Analysis 

Joint number. 

Force in the X direction. 

Force in the Y direction. 

Moment about the joint, moment vector directed in Z 

direction, i.e., counterclockwise positive. Do not 

place a concentrated moment on a joint if all members 

entering the joint are pinned at the joint. Note the 

X and Y directions for the joint refer to the 

structural coordinate system. 

The analysis routine utilizes a fully automated stiffness approach. 

Notation and procedure are more fully discussed in Ref. 23. All load

ings are stored in the AJ (Actions at Joints) matrix. A series of 

routines transforms individual member stiffnesses from member to struc

tu'ral coordinates and then adds the se transformed member s tiffnesses 

into the large S (Stiffness matrix in structural coordinates) matrix. 

Then the DJ (Displacements at Joints) matrix is found by solving 

DJ = S-l * AJ (A.l) 

using a simultaneous equation solving routine. These joint displace

ments are then utili zed to compute the member end actions. Fig. A.4 

shows the analysis flow chart. This method of analysis does not con

sider shear deformations nor changes in member stiffness resulting from 

axial loadings. 

A.3.1 Program Trial Member Sizing 

If trial sizes are not INPtrr or if an individual member does not . 

have . a trial size, subroutine SIZE is called. The subroutine bases 
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Fig. A.4 The analysis loop. 
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the trial member size upon span to depth ratios. This usually provides 

a fair guess for beams, but it tends to pick very light sections for 

columns. 

A. 3. 2 Loadings 

Three matrices and several subroutines are used to transform 

member loadings into an acceptable form for analysis. Subroutine 

FIXEND computes the six fixed end actions (FEA) caused by a member load

ing and places them in the FEA matrix. Each member FEA matrix is taken 

by subroutine STORE and added to the AJ and AMF (Final Member Actions) 

matrices. The fixed end action values from member self weights are 

computed by subroutine WTFEA and stored by subroutine STORE. However, 

if a member is pinned, then only the axial and shear actions are com

puted by FIXEND .and WTFEA and placed in FEA. Joint loads are added 

directly into AJ. 

A.3.3 Formation of the Stiffness Matrix 

Unlike the AJ and AMF matrices, the S matrix is dependent upon 

the individual member stiffnesses. A change in member size during the 

design loop changes the stiffness matrix, and thus the analysis. There

fore the formation of the stiffness matrix must be repeated during each 

iteration through the analysis loop. 

The S matrix represents the summation of all the individual 

member stiffnesses. The summation is accomplished by computing each 

SM ·(Stiffness Member) matrix, rotating it to structural coordinates, 

indexing it, and adding it into the structural stiffness matrix. 
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A.3.3.1 FORMRT 

Subroutine FORMRT builds the members' RT (Rotation, Translation) 

matrix. This 6 x 6 matrix inclues the direction cosines which define 

the relation between member coordinates (Fi g. A.3) and structural co

ordinates (Fig. A.2). 

A. 3. 3. 2 FORMSM 

Subroutine FORMSM generates the member stiffness matrix in member 

coordinates. This matrix contains AE/L, EI/L, and EI/L2 terms. Pinning 

of a member is achieved by dropping the EI terms to a near zero value, 

effectively leaving only the axial terms i n SM. 

A.3.3.3 SMR 

Subroutine MULT is used to multiply the rotation and member 

stiffness matrices together to form the SMR (Rotated Member Stiffness) 

matrix. Using the equation 

SMR = RTT * SM * RT 
m m m m (A. 2) 

the member stiffness matrix in structural coordinates is formed. 

TI1e SMR matrix is then indexed to its appropriate joints by 

subroutine INDEX and added into the S matrix. The formation of SMR is 

repeated for each member. 

A.3.4 Boundary Conditions 

The stiffness approach to structural analysis relates directly to 

the joint motions. The three possible motions of a planar joint, 

structural X translation, structural Y translation and rotation 

each generate an equation which becomes a row in the S, DJ, and AJ 

matrices. The positive X and Y translations and the positive 

rotation of a joint correspond to the structure X, Y, and Z coordinates. 
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Modification for joint fixities is accomplished by mathematically 

forcing the corresponding joint displacement to zero. Because the 

system of equations 

S *DJ= AJ (A. 3) 

is solved, fixity is achieved by placing a very large number, 1060 , 

on the appropriate diagonal term of the S matrix. This increases the 

stiffness of the joint against that translation or rotation enough 

that effectively a zero displacement results. The AJ corresponding to 

that joint motion must be zeroed. 

A.3.5 Number of Equations-Bandwidth 

Three equations are generated at each joint. The structure shown 

in Fig. A.2 would result in 3 * 11 = 33 equations. 

Two properties of the S matrix, symmetry and banding, allow a con

siderable savings in computer storage. Symmetry allows the storage of 

just the diagonal and one-half of the off-diagonal terms, since the 

other half of the off-diagonal tenns are related to the stored half by 

S .. = S .. 
1] ]1 

(A.4) 

Furthermore, beyond a certain distance from the diagonal, only zero 

terms are present and these zero terms need not be stored. The band

width of the S matrix depends upon the maximum difference between the 

two joint.numbers of a member and is given by: 

Bandwidth= 3 * (Maxdiff + 1). (A.5) 

For the structure of Fig. A.2, 

Bandwidth= 3 * (6 - 3 + 1) = 12. (A. 6) 
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Thus, instead of storing the entire :n x :n S matrix, only the 33 x 12 

half band is stored. 

A.3.6 BNDSOLV 

Subroutine BNDSOLV is essentially a Gauss elimination routine that 

operates on the symmetrical, banded stiffness matrix. Gauss elimination 

is a well-known procedure for solving systems of simultaneous equa

tions.CB) The elimination procedure takes the square coefficient mat

rix and manipulates it until the lower off-diagonal terms are all zero. 

Once this is done the unknowns can be found by using a back substitution. 

Subroutine BNDSOLV does this, but uses the symmetrical, banded S matrix. 

A.3. 7 Member End Actions 

Once the joint displacements are found, the axial, shear and 

moment terms at the ends of a member can be found by 

AMF = SM * RT * D + FEA (A.7) 

where Dis the matrix of displacements at the ends of a member. The 

actions in member coordinates arc shown in Fig. A.5 

A.4 Design 

The objective of the design loop is to find the lightest Mor W 

shape which satisfies the 1969 AISC code requirements and other con

straints imposed by the user. The loop utilizes the provisions of 

AISC Sections 1.5 (allowable stresses), 1.6 (combined stresses), 

1.8 (stability and slenderness ratios) and 1.9 (width-thickness ratios) 

to check the applicable interaction equation(s). If the member size is 

not satisfactory, it is changed and the adequacy of the new size is 

determined. After a member size is chosen, a search is made to find 

another adequate section which is lighter, but still meets any nominal 
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Fig. A.5 Positive member end actions. 
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depth requirements. J\n abbrcviutc<l f low chart of the design loop is 

shown in Fig. A.6. 

A.4.1 DO 142 

The statement DO 142 M=l, NM sets up the control in the design 

loop. Mis the member number. J, the coded AISC shape number for the 

current member, is stored in MS IZE. Entrance to the loop comes directly 

from the analysis section, and the loop exit s to the control section. 

A.4.2 !EQUIV and SETSIZ 

If a member is declared equivalent or has its size set, control is 

i~nediately passed to the end of the loop and a change in the member 

size is not allowed. Member sizing for equivalent members is checked 

outside the design loop. 

A.4.3 Effective Lengths 

The effective length is assumed to be one for all members except 

vertical or near vertical, unpinned members which arc declared columns 

in the array IBC. A column is assumed to be "vertical or near vertical" 

if the sine of the angle between the member and the structural X axis 

is greater than 0.95. The effective lengths arc calculated in sub

routine EFLEN whicl1 can consider both sideswoy prevented and sidesway 

permitted cases. The subroutine calculates the stiffness to length 

ratios of all members framing into the column ends and uses these values 

to solve the appropriate transcendental equation (5 ) for K by trial 
X 

and error. If a column has pinned or fixed ends, stiffness values of 

10 and 1, respectively, are assumed. (2 ) Al l out of plane effective 

lengths are assumed to be unity. The program will select only member 
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Fig. A.6 The design loop. 
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equations 
1.6-la and 
1. 6- lb 

In c r ease .J 
(Member si ze) 

Decrease J 
(Member size ) 

Search for 
lighter section 
which is also 
adequate 

Found 

Check AISC 
equation 
1.6-2 

Possibility 

No 1 ightcr section found 

Trip flag 
lCIIAN 

Fig. A.6 (continued) The design loop. 
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sizes with Kl/r less than 200 about both axes. Effective lengths are 

ignored for tension members although the AISC code does recommend some 

limitations in Section 1.8.4. 

A.4.4 Compactness 

Subroutine C15141 checks the AISC code requirements for section 

compactness (Section 1.5.1.4.1). This compactness criterion is used to 

decide whether a one-tenth reduction in negative moment (see Section 

A.4.5) can be used and whether an allowable strong axis bending 

stress of up to 0.66F is permissible. y 

A.4 .5 Design Actions 

Subroutine PVM computes the maximum axial and moment actions 

acting on a member. It assumes that the maximum axial force occurs at 

one of the ends of a member. PVM computes the moment at eleven points 

along the members span including each end, and fin<ls its maximum values. 

If allowed by the compactness criteria and the loading, it will reduce 

the negative moments up to ten percent. This reduction is made in one 

percent increments and is stopped before the full ten percent redistri

bution is reached if the positive moment is increased to a value equal 

to or larger than the negative moment. These moment reductions are not 

carried to the supporting columns. The subroutine returns the maximum 

axial, end moment and mid-span actions to the main program. Shear is 

not considered by the design loop, but a shear check is made during 

output. 

A.4.6 Economy Tables 

If a member has an IBC designation of zero and if f /F is less 
a a 

than 0.15, the section is chosen from the economy tables. If a 
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nominal depth limitation intervenes, the design loop exits from the 

economy table mode. 

A.4.7 Statement 156 CONTINUE 

This statement marks the beginning of the free iteration for the 

member size. Although the values of K, C, M , and P can change x m max max 

with variations in member size, these changes are usually small and 

their values are assumed to be constant during the iteration. Before 

the interaction equations are computed several checks and initializations 

must be performed. This includes a check to determine if the current 

member size violates the nominal depth restrictions for that member. 

If it is satisfactory, the member section properties are initialized. 

A.4.8 Interaction Equations 

The central part of the design loop determines if the member size 

satisfies the interaction equations (AISC equations 1.6-la and 1.6-lb 

or 1.6-2). The program finds the allowable and actual axial and bending 

stresses and makes a preliminary check of the interaction equations. 

If the member passes these initial checks, the additional variables 

necessary for the interaction equations are calculated. Finally, the 

interaction equation values are computed. 

Depending upon the interaction equation values, the program will 

choose to increase, decrease, or accept the member size. For all three 

equations, if the value exceeds 1.03 the member size is increased. The 

member size is decreased if the value is below 0.95 for equation 1.6-2 

and 0.93 for equations 1.6-la and 1.6-lb. The size is accepted if the 

value falls between the two limits. The 0.95 and 0.93 values were 

chosen on the assumption that the next lightest section would have a 
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value greater than 1.03. The slightly higher value for equation 1.6-2 

was adopted to make the maximum use of the economy tables. Of course, 

there may not be a size which falls in the acceptable region. In this 

case the program will begin to oscillate, picking a size which is above 

the upper limit, then choosing a size which is below the lower limit, 

then cycling back to the first size, and so on. After this oscillatiion 

occurs two times the program chooses one of the sizes and does not 

retest the member until after the next analysis. 

Once a size has been selected, a search is made to find a lighter 

size which is still adequate. Because the basic factor in the search 

is weight, it is assumed that the better section, if it exists, has a 

nominal depth which is equal to or greater than the current nominal 

depth. This assumption is made to save the additional computer time 

required to search through all the sections which are lighter. 

If a member has changed size during the design loop, its member 

self weight loading has changed. Therefore, it is necessary to remove 

the old member weight loading from the AJ and AMF matrices and replace 

it with the new member self weight loading. This is done by calling 

subroutines WTFEA and STORE twice, once to remove the old member weight 

and again to replace it. A flag (!CHAN) is also set if the member 

size has changed. 

A. 5 Control · 

Two requirements must be met by the control around the analysis

design sequence. First, all members shou~d be as fully stressed as 

possible without exceeding the allowable stresses. Second, convergence 

to the final member selections should be as rapid as possible. The 

basic problem is that in a highly indeterminate structure such as a 
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plane frame, the actions in a given member are dependent upon the 

stiffnesses of the other members framing into it. Thus, a change in 

member size not only causes a change in the member's actions, but also 

in the actions of the members around it . This means that another . 

analysis is required each time a member size is changed. 

The most important control variable is IOFLAG. The program has 

three possible modes , corresponding to IOFLAG values of zero, one, and 

two. IOFLAG=O allows the analysis-design loop to cycle freely until a 

set of close-to-fully stressed members are found. Because of the way 

convergence is achieved, some members may end up slightly overstressed. 

IOFLAG=2 allows only these overstressed members to increase in size. 

IOFLAG=l is the output mode. 

A. 5. 1 IOFLAG=O 

The program begins here. Using individual trial sizes, the program 

performs a complete structural analysis and resizes the members if 

necessary. The analysis is performed again and the new set of members 

is checked and resized if necessary. Convergence is speeded in two 

ways. First ·, if a member retains the same size for three consecutive 

iterations, it is set to that size for the remainder of the IOFLAG=O 

mode. Second, after the number of iterations exceeds the variable INTS 

(see A.2.2), subroutine SETUM is called to speed convergence. SETUM 

examines the pattern of member sizes during the last three iterations. 

If an oscillation is present, subroutine SETUM selects the larger 

member code size and sets the member to that size. Convergence is said 

to have occurred if none of the member sizes are changed by the design 

loop. This usually takes about nine iterations, assuming INTS=S. 
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A.5.2 IOFLAG=2 

Because a member size may be set early in the IOFLAG=O mode, 

changes in member sizes around that member may cause it to be over

stressed. The IOFLAG=2 mode allows the members to increase (but not 

decrease) in size if they do not satisfy the interaction equations. 

This results in a final set of members which are all adequate. This 

mode usually lasts about three iterations •. 

A.6 Output, IOFLAG=l 

The IOFLAG=l mode may occur in two manners. Either the program 

has gone through the two modes described in A.5.1 and A.5.2 or a check 

of the interaction equations is being run on the input trial sizes. 

Both cases are handled alike. An analysis is performed and the values 

of the interaction equations are computed. No changes in member sizing 

are allowed to occur. The output consists of the member number, size, 

actions, interaction equation values, and deflection information. 

A.6.1 Actions 

The member end actions are printed. These actions are specified 

in member coordinates, as shown in Fig. A.S. The maximum design moment, 

which can occur at one of the internal tenth-span points, is also 

printed. 

A.6.2 Interaction Equation Values 

The controlling interaction equation number and its values are 

printed. The three terms output are axial, strong axis bending and 

weak axis bending terms respectively. 
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A.6.3 Shear 

If the shear stress on the ends of a member exceeds the allowable, 

an error message is printed. The maximum shear stress is always 

assumed to occur at the member ends. Shear stresses are not considered 

during the design loop. 

A.6.4 Deflections 

Member deflections are calculated for the beams. Subroutine 

DEFLET uses the Newmark method of concentrated angle changes(l 9) to com

pute the deflections ·at nine points along the span. Deflections are 

relative to the ends of the span and include the member self weights. 

The span to deflection ratios are also printed. 

Joint deflections are outputted. These are referenced to the 

structural coordinate system and have units of inches or radians. 

Deflection limitations are not considered by the program. 

A.6.5 Punched Output 

In addition to the above output, punched output may also be 

generated giving the member number and its coded shape size number. 

The punched cards are in the format specified for inputting the trial 

member sizes. These cards are useful for making adjustments in member 

sizes, for example to stiffen the frame, and should be used with an 

IOFLAG=l mode. Table A.l is also printed for reference. 

A.7 Design Example 

The frame shown in Fig. A.2 is designed in this section. The 

geometry, loadings and the joint and member numbering are also shown in 

Fig. A.2. Additional assumptions are listed below: 
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1. SO ksi steel was assumed for members 1 and 3 and 36 ksi steel 

for the other members. 

2. Bracing lengths were assumed and are shown in Fig. A.8. 

3. Nominal depth limits were assumed to be 14 inches on columns 

and 36 inches on beams, except for member number 3, a beam, 

which was limited to 14 inches. 

4. There are no out of plane moments. 

5. Rigid framing (AISC Type I) is present everywhere except for 

member number 4, which is pinned at both ends. 

6. Sidesway is present above the first story (150 inch level). 

7. Neither an increase in allowable stress for the wind loading 

nor a one-tenth reduction in negat i ve beam moments was permitted. 

The input data are shown in Fig. A.7. IOFLAG=O was specified to 

produce the desired free iteration of the analysis-design sequence. 

MAXBND=24 was used because the stiffness matrix was dimensioned for 24. 

Equivalences were declared between members 7 and 9 (9 critical) and 10 

and 12 (12 critical). The input echo is shown in Pig. A.8. 

The output of the free iteration run is listed in Fig. A.9. An 

initial inspection of the output reveals that many members seem under

stressed (and one overstressed). In fact, only two members have ade

quate interaction equation values of 0.95 or greater, and only five 

have values greater than 0.90. However, it can be shown that these 

apparent deficiencies are primarily due to some of the assumptions 

made at the start of the problem. 

The overstress in member 7 is due to its equivalence to member 9. 

Because member 9 was assumed to be more critical than member 7, it was 
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11 12 29000. l '10 • s 0 0 0 0 24 
1 150. n. 1 • 1. o. 
2 o. 300. l • l • l • 
3 150. 300. 
4 o. 600. l • 1. o. 
', o. 900. 1 • l • o. 
6 lSO. 600. 
1 1 •;o. 900. 
8 )00. 600. 
9 :100. 900. 

10 450. 600. 
11 450. 900. 

1 1 3 so. 300. JOO. 
2 2 3 150. 75. 1 
3 3 6 so. .)00. JOO. 14 
4 '• 6 1c;o. 75. 1 1 
5 6 7 so. JOO. so. 
6 s 7 150. 75. l 
1 ,, 8 150. 150. l 
8 R 9 300. so. 
9 7 9 1c;o. 150. 1 

10 8 10 l'iO • 150. l 
11 10 11 3000 so. 
12 9 11 150. 150. 1 

l 
l 88 
2 21 
] BA 
4 21 
s BB ,, 21 
7 0 
A 0 
9 \) 

10 0 12 
11 88 
12 0 

A 
l 7 .1 
1 2 -.) 
3 2 -. 1 
3 2 -o.s 0.333 o.333 
5 2 - .1 
A 2 -ol 

11 2 -. 1 
11 1 -3.0 0.40 

2 
R 20.0 

10 10.0 

Fig. A. 7 Input data for sample problem. 
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T~IS PRORLEM HAS 11 JOI~TS A~D l? MFMHERS, 

THE MODULUS Of ELASTICITY EDU•LS ~QOO~.oo ~SI. 

THESTl-?UCTURE IS l1N11QACF.:lJ AGAFJST 5lDF.:SWAY AHOVE 150.0 INCHF.S. 

THE pq l•ALfM WILL I TERA TE c; T [t~ES 8Ef0°E CON'./EHG~NCE IS FOPCED. 

JOINT 
NlJ'~BER 

1 
? 
3 
4 
c; 
6 
7 
8 
9 

11' 
11 

MFt~HEP 
NUt-'.tif.R 

l 
2 
3 
4 

s 
6 
7 
A 

9 
10 
11 
12 

COO'-IOIN~TES 
X y 

o.o 
:rno.o 
100.0 
AOO.O 
'100.0 
t,QO ■ O 

•)0 0 • I) 
A00. 0 
C;l)O .o 
t-00.0 
,,oo. 0 

NEA~ FA~ 
1:1110 t::ND 
1 1 
2 3 
1 f> 
4 f, 

n 7 
<; 7 ,, ~ 

13 9 
7 9 
A 10 

10 11 
9 11 

1,0.0 
o.o 

150.0 
o.o 
o.o 

l I~ 0. 0 
1so.o 
J00.0 
100.0 
4<;(1. 0 
450.0 

YT~LD 
POI :H 
50 • ')Q 
31, • (; 0 
':>O • ')O 
3h ■ OO 
51'1 • 00 
36.00 
31'i • il 0 
ln.00 
3h.00 
3no(\0 
31'. f')" 

36.00 

8MCOL 
-o 

l 
-o 

l 
-o 

l 
l 

-o 
l 
l 

-o 
l 

Fig. A.8 Input data echo. 

X 

l.O 
l. o 

-o.o 
1.0 
1.0 

-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 

X IWACE 
LH!t;TH 
100.00 
iso.oo 
300.ov 
l '>0 .00 
)0(1.00 
150.00 
1so .oo 
100.00 
1s0.oo 
1so.oo 
)00.00 
150.00 

P INNEr) 
-o 
-o 
-o 

1 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 

FIXITY 
y 

1.0 
1.0 

-o.o 
1.0 
1.0 

-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 

Y tNACE 
L!::tllGTH 
30(1.00 

7S.OO 
100.00 

75.0C 
so.oo 
75.00 

1so.oo 
50.0C 

150.00 
150 ■ 00 
50 ■ 00 

150.00 

SET SIZE 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
-o 
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MOT 

o.o 
1.0 

-o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

-c.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 
-o.o 

OfPTH 
LIMIT 

36 
l '• 
14 
14 
16 
14 
14 
3b 
14 
14 
1n 
14 

OUT OF PLANE MOMENTS 
NEAR f~D fAM EHO 

-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-0.1)0 -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oi -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 
-o.oo -o.oo 



HE l~BEP LOA O{Nr.S 

THERE ARE R LOAOEU ~EM RERS. 

ME f~t'I ER JCOOf: M <1 f, ~J I TUOE R-DI ST NU R R-DIST f/lR 

1 7 .1 0 0 -0.0 00 -o.noo 
1 2 -.1 1'\ '.) -0.0 00 -0.000 
3 2 -.1 00 -0.0 00 -0.000 
3 2 -.soo ■ 313 .)33 
5 2 - .100 -0.000 -0.000 
A 2 -.1()0 -0.000 -0.000 

11 2 - • l ')O -0.000 -0.000 
l l l -3.000 ■ 400 -0.000 

JOI III T LOl\lll~GS 

THE R£ ARE ? L0At)£1J JO{tlTS. 

JOI NT Y, fO ,~ CE y fO f.'. CE z 1-!0ME NT 

8 c ·i .OO -o.oo -(\.(10 
10 10.00 -(\.00 -o.oo 

TRIAL "1F.M fiE R Sil.ES 

ME•HF:R A{ SC St-i.AP( E<llJlVILANCE 

l ~-14 30. (I~ -o 
2 ,. ~ 13.1)0 -o 
1 , .. 14 30.')0 -? 
4 Ir ~ 13.1)0 -o 
5 \.- 14 30.00 -o ,.. ;., 8 13.')0 -o 
1 \•I l () 54 ■ 00 Q 

R' vr. I '•4 • 00 -o 
q ,,, 1 0 St+.OO -o 

1n I•/ } 0 <;4.00 12 
11 ,d 4 Jo.oo -o 
12 ... 10 ?4 .oo -o 

Fig. A.8 (continued) 
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~EM11f~ SttfS ANU ACTlU~S 

'~BER N1 IM>iEM 
t12l hf.l.O ) 

AXI1-1LN 
-3 l • ··: 

OE~lb~ iUUAT10N VALUE~ 

.lCT 10.,1-, 

MOME.NTN AAlALf 
o.146!:.-)0 JloO 

Sl-iEARf 
-7.&5 

ru"M ULA l.h-~ = .0516 + .b602 • 0.0000 = ■ 9118 

MOMENTf 
-.l29E•04 

--- THIS MEMnt::~ ~AS AIIAL TENSION. rnMMULA 1.6-IH WA ~ ACTUALLY CrlECKED. 

'1~ER N11M~[P 
wk 10.00 

Tt,t: DE::,lbi~ Mv .'•1E.NT WA~ • l~ Q[o u4 Tli[ SLENJEMNESS RA I 10 wASl66 0 7 

t:!fAM tJir LC::CT lUN 
THI:, -Jt.1, 1-1 Uffl.ECTED .~4oJ IIKHE~ l~AX-IMUM AT 210.0 11-ICHES FK0,1 THE LEFT 
TH~ 5u4~ TU J[f LECTlUN M~TIO tlAS 6477. 

I 

Sl-11:A.;N 

-.563~. -02 

u[ S 1GIII tUU.l.TlUN VAl.Ut.S 

ACT tol~S 
MOMENT I-I AXl ALF 

.990 -29.6 
SHEARF 

■ !>63E-02 

H H ~PJLA 1.t>-14 = .7u4) • .0217 + 0.0000 = ■ 7260 
tLIKMUL/.1 .l.b-ltl: ■ 46SS • ■ 0122 • D.0000 = .477R 

MOMENTf 
-1 ■ 84 

IHE UESIGN MO ~ENT w•~ l•H4 THE SLENOLRNESS kATlu WAS d9 ■ 4 

A>.lALt-4 
-3 l • ! 

UE~JG ·J fULJAJJ01, VALUE-; 
F U~M1; L11 1. t--2 = • ' ,4~ l • 

ACT JC, i~S 
MOHENTN All ALF 

■ 1c<Jt:•04 :u.o 
SHEAkf 

41 • 8 

.b432 ~ 0.0000 = ■ 8883 

MOMENTf . 
-.236£+1)4 

--- TYIS M~Mhi~ rlAi l-l>IAL IEN~lON. 
lHf DE~lbN M0 '1[NT WAS 

tOWHuLA l.o-lH ~AS ACTUALLY CrlECKEU. 
-~ ~,nE•tJ4 11-tt Sll,~UERNESS kATlU WASlOO.o 

4iJER l~tJ'1t:!F.~ 
Wl4 27..0fl 

b[t.M 1)HLU.110N 
lt1l S >jt:. .. M l.Jc.Fl.f:.C:TEO .711 0 11 INCHE::> MAXIMUM AT 150.o INCHES f~OH TtiE LEFT 
lHE SµAk lU UftLECTlON k TIO WAS 4?4 ■ 

4 

A.({ALN 
7q.1 

':,HEA~N 
■ 21l6E-0>3 

OE~IG~ ~YUhTlUN VALUl~ 

ACT H >'JS 
MOMENTN AXIALf 

.254E-zo -rn.a 
'-H[ARf 
-■ 206t:-Ol:I 

f 1l..:r-lULA i,t>-IA = ./Sl"> • .0000 • 
fn,.,~: 11LA 1.0-1 ,:! = .!,t-.1-J • .0000 • 

0.0000 = .7515 
0.0000 = .r.;oJ9 

MOMENTf 
.J09E-06 

THl OESlG~ H0~EN1 ~~S .30QE-06 HIE SLt:NOEl-<NESS 1-<.l. TIU WAS "12.1 

Fig. A.9 Member sizes, actions, design values and beam 
deflections from the initial run. 
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tdER N• ,~,,;(~ '> 
Wl4 ,_>t,.QI) 

--- THIS 

AXIALN 
-140':i 

SHEARN 
f4.9 

DESIGN tUUATlUN VALUES 
fU~MULA 1.6-t = .C6J? • 

MEMd~~ rlA~ iXlkl TENSluN. 

ACT Iu:J~ 
MOMENfN AXlALf 

7oJ. 14.5 
<;HEARf' 

15.7 

.83~1 + 0.0000 = 09024 
tORMULA 1.6-1~ wAS ACTUALLY CHECKEU. 

MOMENTf' 
-884. 

TH~ UE~lGN M0~ENT WAS 8b4o THE SLENtJENNES5 RATlu WAS SJ.2 

tif.Af'I nffLECl lU•~ 
lH!S ~EA~ UEFL ECTEO .213~ INCHES MAXIMUM AT 150.0 INCHES f'NOM THE LEFT 
TH[ SPA~ TU UEfLECfION RATIO wAS 1403. 

IBER N• tMt31'°K 6 
Wl4 7-?. 00 ACTI ONS 

MOMENTN AXlALf 
o. -00.9 

tJ[SJG~1 EUUAT lll i i VALUES 

~HEARf 
.962 

FUHM0LA l.b-1A = .5ul8 + .2128 + 0.0000 = .7946 
fUkMuLA J.b-l~ = .4J66 + .2379 + 0.0000 = .6745 

MOMf.NTf 
-144. 

THt OESlGli Ml) <-! [NT '-""S )44. THE SL[NOERM::: ss RAT IU olAS le.) 

HIER NltMtJfl-< 7 
Wl4 41.00 

AX}ALN 
22· 1 

DE~lG~ tUUATlON VA LUtS 

ACT I Oih 
MOMlNlN AX I ALF 

.J59t.•J4 -21.s 
C:HEARf 
-16.4 

tU~t-flJLA l.b-i'.' = oll.H', • 1.0582 • 0. 0000 = 1 ■ 17HI 

MOMF.:NTF 
870. 

THE OE~IGN HO ~E NT dAS .J~~E•04 THE SLENDERNESS RATIO WAS 79.4 

~BER f~ll i•:fiE M ,1 

Wlfi S0.00 ACTIONS 
AXIALN MOMENTN AX I ALF SHEARF 

• 7~'1 E-I) l -582. -.729£-0l 23.8 

OESIG~ EUUATION VA~UES 
iUnMULA l ■ b-t: .0003 + .9497 + 0.0~00 = ■ 95 00 

MOMENTf 
-.18nf.+04 

THE OESIG,~ MO:-IENT WAS ol8 '1E •ll4 THE SLE.NOERNESS RA TIO 1-JAS 40.7 

Bt:t,M llt.F LEC r I ON 
THIS t!t.Al·I Dff l.E CTEO o lY ,i / INCtiE. S MAXIMUM AT l.?0 ■ 0 JNCHE~ FROM THE LEFT 
lttt:: Sf-'M, TU utF L.ECT IUN R1\T JU WA S I '::>73. 

Fig. A.9 (continued) 
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➔ riEQ N1 tM~E rl -~ 

Wl4 41.0 u 
AXIALN 

4S.c 

DE S IG N EYUII TIUN VA1 .UES 

t,CT IO .-! <, 
MOMlNlN AXlALf 

.103E•04 -44.7 
SHEARf 
-13.6 

f QMM ~L~ 1. ~-1• = .2J 26 • .6845 + 0.0000 = ■ 9170 
HJ,sMULA 1 .h-lri = • lo 6 1 • .b HJl + 0.0000 = . A492 

MOt~ENTF 
.101E•04 

THI: UESlGN i-1 0 ,~ENT ·,111s .l u)E•U4 IHE SLEND[HNESS Hllllu WAS 79.4 

'1 ,J F.R Nll'Hl~: R ! fl 
1-/14 4l.OO 

AX{ALN 
1 .... 

DESIGN E~UMTl0N VALut.s 

ACT 101~'> 
MOMENTN AXlALf 
-~87. -13 ■ 5 

SHEARf 
J ■ Sl 

tU~ MU LA J.b-i = . ~721 + .1910 + 0.0000 = •2633 

M0,'1ENTf 
-239 ■ 

Hit. U[ Sll>N 11 o ·~ ENf •~t\S ldl. THE SLENUEkNESS RATIU WIIS 79.4 

MtllY N1 IMl-lt)< 1 1 
wl~ 3">.0 0 

AXJALN 
11.s 

SHf.f<RN 
13 ■ 5 

DESI G~ tUU ATIUN VALUE ~ 

ACTlO1'4S 
MOMENlN AXIIILf 

2:39. -13.5 
SHEARf 

lO. '• 

tUl-iMUI.A l. t.> - c = - ~o'l l • .9l2J + 0.0000 = .99)4 

MOMENTf 
-■ ll'll•04 

lril UESlu N MU~ F.Nl WA S .117E•~4 lH[ SLlNUlkNESS RAllu WAS 42 ■ 6 

t1 £>1M Dt.fLLC T 101\J 
h l l::i •it..'.i•I ut:H ECTflJ . ?c; J~ I NCHE:j l~AXJMUM AT l~J.0 INCH ES ft-i OM THE LEFT 
Trll: S~A~ JU UfiLEC TlUN kN IJU ~A ~ llM~. 

"1H£R tJ11r•4ER 12 
Wl4 4l.0() 

AXJALN 
2 i; • -I 

SrlF.:ARN 
13.5 

ur:sJGli t()UAT lllN VALUES 

ACTIONS 
MOMtNTN AXlALf 

852. -20.4 
5HE ARf 
-13.S 

~U~MULA 1.6-i = ■ 1 07 ~ • .7&07 + o.ooo~ = .8882 

MOMENTF 
.ll7E+n4 

lHt:: OE~il>N ~O~ENT WAS ■ 117E• 0 4 lrlE SLENDERNESS RAflU ~AS 79.4 

Fig. A.9 (continued) 
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allowed to control the size of the pair. The reverse was the case and 

member 7 had an overstress. 

The understresscd members were picked because the program could 

not find a lighter member which had interaction values clos er to, but 

not over 1.03. Table A.2 shows the member se lections and r esults for 

a second run in which lighter sections were te s ted for adequacy 

(IOFLAG=l). These new sections were chosen to he as close in we i eht to, 

but lighter than the sections s elected in the first run. Improved 

sections were found for only members 2 and 4 . All the other sections 

tried were overstressed. The program did not pick the two lighter 

sections because of the lighter section search routine used in the 

program. This routine is not as effective for lightly loaded columns 

whose optimum section lies below the nominal depth of the adequate 

section the program currently has. 

The final check of the fina l member s ize s is also shown in 

Table A.2. 

A.8 Storage Adjustments 

If more (or less) storage is r equired for the program, only the 

following statements need to be changed: 

Common Blocks and Dimension Statements 

ARRAYS 

MSIZE, AL, IPIN, CT, ST, NM, JC, KC, 

IBC, X, Y, DL, SETSIZ, MOSIZE, 

FYIELD, BRCEX, BRCEY, YMFE, YMNE, 

!EQUIV 

AJ. DJ, AJO, FIXYZ 

AMF 

s 
/LOADS/ Common Block = 
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VALUES NEEDED 

(Number of Members) 

3*NJ (Number of Joints) 

6*NM 

(3*NJ, Bandwidth) 

Number of Member Loadings. 



Table A.2 Design example summary. 

Member Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 

lnter- Inter- Inter-
Number Sect i on action Se ction action Section ::iction 

value value value 

1 W21 X 68 .91 W24 X 61 1. 4'1 W21 X 68 .90 

2 \V 8 X 10 .72 W 6 X 8. 5 .80 W 6 X 8. 5 .80 

3 1\114 X 78 . 89 Wl4 x 74 1.04 Wl4 x 78 .88 

4 Wl4 x 22 .75 Wl2 x 19 1.01 Wl2 x 19 1.02 

5 Wl4 x 26 .90 Wl4 x 22 1. 09 1\114 X 26 .91 

6 Wl4 x 22 .79 Wl2 x 19 I. 17 Wl4 x 22 .78 

7 Wl4 X 43 I. 17 WJ,1 X 53 .99 Wl4 x 53 .98 

8 Wl8 x 50 .95 Wl8 x 50 .94 Wl8 x 50 .94 

9 Wl4 x 43 .92 \\114 X 53 . 71 Wl4 x 53 • 72 

10 1\114 X 43 .26 Wl4 x 38 .33 Wl4 x 43 .25 

11 Wl8 x 35 .99 Wl8 x 35 .97 Wl8 x 35 . 99 

12 Wl4 x 43 . 89 Wl4 x 38 1. 20 Wl4 x 43 .88 
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A.9 Numerical Error Analysis 

Checks were made of the accuracy of the analysis. Two methods were 

used: statics and the method of residual corrections. 

Static checks were made by construct i ng a free body of a joint or 

member and checking the requirements of statics. The example below is 

a check of an interior joint of the multi-story X braced frame: 

FH = 

FV = 

M = 

The small 

+
389. 

0.1 

fl) 

+ 
29.3 

5.95 E-8-87-. --6-95-) + 9.6 

222. 
16.2 ~ 15.0 

9.6 + 0.1 - 3.75 -

420. 16.2 15.0 

887. + 29.3 695.-

discrepancies in F 
V 

--t.: 3.75 
420. 

5.95 = o.o 

- 389. = -0.2 

222. = -0.7 

and M are insignificant and probably 

have occurred because only three place accuracy was used in the computer 

printout. 

The method of residual corrections is a more sophisticated 

technique which can give an accurate idea of the round off errors which 

occur during the analysis. The set of stiffness equations: 

(single precision) S *DJ= AJ (A.8) 
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is set up and solved using single precision operations. The DJ (unknown) 

matrix is then printed out. Then, using double precision operations, 

the DJ matrix is read back in and and Sand AJ matrices are formed again. 

The S matrix is multiplied by DJ: 

(double precision) S*DJ=AJ 
e 

(A.9) 

to form AJ . If the solution obtained from Equation (A.8) contains no 
e 

round off error, then AJ will equal AJ. However, computing the simple 
e 

difference between !I.J and !I.J would not show how much error the round 
e 

off has caused in the DJ matrix. This can be found by solving: 

(double precision) S * E = AJ - AJ 
e 

Of course, the E matrix should be very small. 

(A.10). 

This test was run on the rigid frame with a wind loading. The 

maximum round off error found was less than one percent of the cor

responding term of the DJ matrix, proving that round off error is not 

significant. 

A.10 Possible Improvements in DESIGNl 

Throughout the use of DESIGN!, several inadequacies have been 

noticed and improvements have been suggested. They are discussed below. 

A.10.1 Minor Axis Orientation 

A useful addition to the program would be a provision which would 

allow a member to be declared MINOR, which would cause the program to 

treat the minor axis as the in-plane exis of the member. The only 

modification in the analysis loop would occur in FORMSM. When MINOR 

was declared, the subroutine would have to be instructed to find and 

use I rather than I . Subroutine EFLEN would also need this 
y X 

modification. 
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A.10.2 Pinned-Fixed Members 

In its present form, DESIGN! is only capable of handling pinned

pinned or fixed-fixed end conditions of a member. The analysis routine 

was originally for only fixed-fixed members, pinned-pinned members were 

introduced by reducing the moment of inertia to near zero (see Section 

A.3.3.2). Creating a pinned-fixed capability would be somewhat more 

difficult. Subroutine FORMSM would have to be modified to form the 

member's pinned-fixed 6 x 6 stiffness matrix, instead of the fixed-fixed 

or pinned-pinned matrix. IPIN=2 could be the flag for this. Modifi

cations would also have to be made in subroutines FIXEND and WTFEA to 

allow them to compute pinned-fixed end actions, and in EFLEN to modify 

girder stiffnesses for known end conditions. 

A.10.3 Variable and Non-I Shape Sections 

Presently, DESIGN! can only work with standard AISC rolled shapes. 

Plate girders, box columns, haunches, and other useful structural 

modifications are not allowed. Additional provisions for the design of 

these types of members would be extensive. However, it could be made 

possible to input the entire member stiffness matrix directly into the 

analysis routine, bypassing FORMSM for the member. The design loop 

would also have to be bypassed for this particular member. The user 

could also be given the option of adding to Table A.l. Required section 

input would be area, I , I , etc. SETSIZ would have to be used on these 
X y 

members. 

A.10.4 Moment Reductions to Column Faces 

DESIGN! now assumes that the members are lines, and no reductions 

are made in the moments to allow for the finite size of connections. 

Subroutine PVM could easily be modified to reduce beam moments to the 
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column faces. It would only be necessary to find the appropriate column 

depth in the member properties, and interpolate to the column face. 

A.10.5 Allowable Stresses in Bracing 

One obvious deficiency in DESIGN! is the inability of the program 

to allow higher axial stresses in bracing elements of the structure 

(AISC equation 1.5-3). Only a few modifications would be required in 

the computation of allowable axial stresses to accomodate this. 

A.10. 6 Drift Limitations 

With extensive modifications of the design loop DESIGN! could be 

used to automatically stiffen frames to reduce wind drift. The frame 

could be split into sections, such as upper beams, middle interior 

columns or lower bracing, and the best section could be found and 

stiffened. This process would be repeated in steps until the frame 

meets the drift requirements. 

A.10.7 Improved Trial Member Selection Procedure. 

Improvements could be made in subroutine SIZE to help it pick 

better trial member sizes. The routine for member selection should be 

rapid, because the analysis-design load is the best routine for member 

size selection. Any computational technique which required a signifi

cant amount of computer time (as compared to the analysis-design loop) 

would be inefficient. 
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Appendix B 

This appendix provides a listing and a brief description of 

Program DESIGN!. 

B.1 The Main Program 

Line 

001 - 032 

033 - 074 

075 - 083 

084 - 098 

099 - 145 

146 - 157 

158 - 166 

167 - 198 

199 - 207 

208 - 209 

210 - 224 

225 - 236 

237 - 249 

250 - 258 

259 - 266 

267 - 274 

275 - 283 

284 - 295 

296 - 322 

Content of Lines 

Storage assignments, initialization and descriptive 
statements. 

Read input data and write input echo. 

Compute member lengths, sines, cosines. 

Zero some matrices as necessary. 

Read in or internally select trial member sizes; 
read in, echo, and store member an<l joint loadings. 

Compute and store member self-weight fixed end actions. 

Begin analysis loop, zero stiffness matrix. 

Fonn the stiffness matrix. 

Modify the stiffness matrix for boundary conditions. 

Solve for the joint displacements. 

Compute member end actions. 

Check maximum drift deflection. 

Begin design loop. 

Compute effective lengths. 

Compute f, end moment ratio, and check to see if 
a 

member is in compression or tension. 

Compute the design loadings. 

Initialize nominal depth indicator, II. 

Decide whether or not to pick section from the economy 
tables; if so, choose initial economy table shape. 

Check depth limits. 
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Line 

323 - 344 

345 - 364 

365 - 378 

379 - 434 

435 - 458 

459 - 480 

481 - 484 

485 - 503 

504 - 524 

525 - 538 

539 - 550 

551 - 554 

555 - 568 

569 - 580 

581 - 597 

598 - 664 

665 - 666 

Content of Lines 

Initialize section properties. 

Compute F f /F. 
a' a a 

Compute C. 
m 

Compute Fbx' Pby' fbx' fby· 

Compute interaction equations. 

Output section. 

Test the interaction equations. 

Change member size. 

Search for a better section. 

If member size has changed, trip flags and adjust 
member self-weight loadings. 

Adjust equivalencies for member self-weight loading. 

Control. 

Change AMF matrix back to pre-analysis values. 

Control. 

Output. 

Format statements. 

Terminal statements. 

B.2 DESIGN! Subroutines 

Subroutine 
Name 

SETUM 

DEFLET 

WTFEA 

Description 

Called after the number of iterations set by the variable 
INTS to examine the member size change pattern. If an 
oscillation is present, this subroutine will set the 
member size. 

Called during the output section to compute deflections 
along a beam span. 

Computes the member self-weight fixed end actions. 
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Subroutine 
Name 

SIZE 

FORMRT 

FORMSM 

MULT 

INDEX 

BNDSOLV 

FBCB 

FIXEND 

EFLEN 

PVM 

STORE 

C15141 

TABLEC 

· Description 

Selects an initial member tri al size if called. 
Selection is based on span to depth ratios. 

Forms the member rotation-translation matrix which 
relates structural and member coordinate systems. 

Forms the member stiffness matrix in member coordinates. 

Called to multip l y two matrices together. 

Called to index members to their corresponding terms 
in the S, AJ and DJ matrices. 

Called to perform a Gauss elimination on the symmetrical, 
banded stiffness matrix to find the joint displacements. 

Called if Section 1.5.1.4.6a of the AISC code is 
applicable. Returns an allowable bending stress be
tween 0 .6F and 0.66F. 

y y 

Computes the fixed end moments for member loadings. 

Computes the effccti ve length factor for columns. 

Computes the design actions for the design loop. 

Takes the FEA matrix and stores it in the AJ and AMF 
matrices. 

Checks the compactness of beams. 

Called during the computation of C to select the 
m 

appropriate case from Table C.1.6.1.2 of the AISC code. 

8.3 Listing of Program DESIGN! 
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C: 

1~ 

?. 

~~ 

l 

v= 

4 

enc r,1,01) r rN v1. 'l-Plfi5 

pt;>()1;RAl1 o~:s fC.Nl 
1 ( I ~:;,tJT, OtJTPIIT, T ~ Pft;:: I NPI IT• TA Pf A=OllTPUT • P\Jt.JCHI 

r THIS PR0GP~M HAS 1 RIISTC SfCTTONs ••• INPUT, ANIILYSTS, AND nEST~N 
r 
C DJrFNC:lON ~NO f.0MM0N STATFMfNTS 

r. 

i-
C 
r 
r 

l'i) 'J••n~u •n sr /MS r 7F (,?I)") • Ff I\ ( ") • A')F () ?4~ l • A'--11 ( 6) 
f.0""'1N/FSM/C:•I(,:,.,:,), IIRfll(?lll• F, hf (?.nP)tTlC(2lll, JPTN(2{1AI 
r I)" 1 t n 'l / F PT/ o T ( h • A l • r: T I ? (l l'I ) , ST 1 ? n Al , PTT Ir-, , r-, l 
r(li.11•()'J/l_()~l )S/"P'(AO), .JCODS::("1 11 ) • O[_('lftO(~".!l, PNP~Ol, RF"(AOl 
ro,•,.10 ~/<; fMFO/S(•J?•l"l, J\.)(312), 0 .JIJl?), AJ0<:11?.l 
ro,qt(l\jf')Ffc:/Jf.( ·>(l il, ) .~C(?nin d~I( ", ) , T13C(?08) ,FIXY2'<3i2l 
r0·~1• n~ 1ov1t-t, Mf()l\()S, ,vn:, P?, •wllCC)>, xt2'1Al,NINTEN 
r()IAYnN/FFL/Y(?flo), ~K, NM, S~ftYt PJf 
r0 :-1•1 \)N/LJ"IS/~l(?n.<~l ,SETST7f?riP) ,M()<;f7F..:(?'1°l ,INT, lNTS 
roi,p.in•u•co~,,~K(l(,) t K.J(ll.,) • NN(}I..) t r,H(?lll 
<:0•111n 1J/f.OI-IP/fll, FYJ~-U)(?'.ll'I) ,COEP{?.lJl • CT \4(?.13) • CP,f(?.111, CDAF(21 

I l l , •l::; r • X I ? nil l , r T F p 11) 
'"\J'.tfi•JST01~ <;t.40(,-.,f,J, ()(I,>, T ► liP(f-,,f.l 

nJ•'"N S JnN r,<;FCTi:>D>, csxX<?J3l, ('.P)(X(?i:n, C<;YYl213>, CRYY<?lJl, 
1r 0 rp111, 1r:rnM1,:;1,1 

nJr-'f~i<;ION ~:,(FY (?01-1), Y4tl( (?.nil), YMF"F. (?.'11'1), IEOUIV(?.l)~I 

TNTFGFP nL, SETC.ll 
r,i:- i\L l :<, MOM 
P► i\l 4RX, MPV, wLX, ~LY, L 
PJF': ).14}SQ?~S1~ 
PH = () 
Y1~ I\ X : ii • 0 

f,f.0',4f. fr,y 
PJ:'.hf) (5,1) "-IJ, ~,~. F., S~IIIY, INTC., TOfLAr., JGRAV, IPFLAG, r~,nur. 

1 1)r:FTI_, ~AlC~A"Jfl 
tr: IJPFI _AG.fiT.ll TPF'LAG = 3 
r F !I ~n ~ • F. 0 • n I nJT s = c; 
TF" (f)fffl.Ll".('.nl l)fF"FL_= c;nii,O 
T F' I I 'IO II T • t,• • • (' l G() TO 71) l 
,,qp, U·,S(}l ~IJ, N!-1, F.:, sway, INTS 
IF I {GD~v.1:n.1 l l•!PITE (1,.-77> 
IF (fGP,',V,P),?) liRJTE (t;,7q) 
1,IR! Tl" (A ,S}) 

7~1 n0 10~ T=l, NJ 
Tl : I <> 3 
PfAI) ('i,?l . J~t, v(JNl• X(J!\JI, F'JXY7CT3-?.l• F'[lCY7(13-ll, f[)(Y7(13) 
TF (YLl"-1) ,r.T,YIH)I) YM<\)f' = Y(JNI 
TF (TNl)IIT.~I1",0) (j() TO 1no 
;,1~1Tr:c6,S?)J~!, lC(J~Jl, Y(JNI, FJXYZ!D-;?l, l'"JXY7<t1-1l, FIXV~(IJ) 

}I'll rOtHJNlJ• 
(' 

C PEAD IN ME~REP TNOTCfS, PPOPF.:PTTE~ 
r 

TF' !P/011T,Nl",l)I f>O TO 71':2 
r.,DTTr:' (A,'i"\) 

70? DO 1n1 T=l, ~~ 
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PPM,AAM 

"' 

l',C: 

7 

7"' 

A · 

.i::: 

Q 

'lC: 

1 r, r 

l "i; 

i1· 

Of<; Jr.NI CDC f.400 FTN VJ.~-P1~5 OPT=l 

1>Fr, n (<;,1) ""· lf'(Ml, K(('-11, FYTf.Ln(t~). RQCfX('-1), RQCl:Y(t~), DLfM), 
\Y'-l'J•( ~1l, Y~•,F<tll, Tl'l CP·'>, TPfN(I~), C:ETSJ7.("4) 

IF !Fl1.(M),•D.t.AtW .l')l(•1).f!'l,0l Dl('-1) = 14 
Tf ( :-J l(M),Fn.01 nt_(Ml = :v, 
TF (FYFLOP,A),Fn.O,ll) FYlELO!M) = 3t'>e0 
ff !l'WllT.1,ic:-,1)) <i() TO Jill 
1.1ritri::- !f.,<;t.)M, IC:(1-1), KC(Ml, fYTF.LOIMl, FlQC[X(M), APC[Y(M), DL<t-0, 

}Y'l"•(M), Y""FEll'l• 18C<r-'I, IPINflO, <;ETSJZ(I~) 
_ 101 COtHJNUE 
I". 
C Pf.An TN AJ<;C c;~APf.<;, fCONO~Y TAnLF. R[Ff.RENCES 
r. 

0► ~ n ( c;. c;) I K K IT ) • K J ( r ) • NII.J (J ) ' J = l • l 6, 
nn I ,; ;> T = l , ;> I J 
PF,n (<;.4) f.<;f.CT(J), CWT(T), A~F'f\(T), C:Of.P(J) ■ C8~·,n, CTf(J), 

)("T .. l(T), CIHFII), OU''l• IX(l), f.<;)(lf(Il, crnx(l), DU '-11, 
?".:<;YY(I) ■ (oyy(lj, OUM4, f)IJM::>, CPT(J) 

l~?. C0"' Tl'~UI: 
P~: "n (c;.c;J I TFC0 1 1fT) d=l ,54) 

r, 1.OMDIJTf SPJ r.oc; 1. f.NGT'iS OF •~EMAER<;. 
1")0 1 rq T = l , MM 
JJ = JC f J> 
KL= l<C(J) 
XL= l((KL> - X( .lJ) 
YL = Y(Kl) - Yf.JJ) 
"l(l) = <;ORT(Xl. ·,.XL • YL 0 YU 
5TII) = YL!fll(J) 

11'.'7 CTII> = XL/.-.L<Ii 
f. 7FP'1 '3<1 '~f 'IATPTC:Tf:<; 

~,-., :: NM 0 6 
~I.J 1 = ~J.J<t) 

1'1() 1ns, T=l,~JA 
I I\ " " :~ ~- C l > = 0 • ,; 

nn Jnq T=l, MJ1 
ll')Q "J"IT> = O.O 

"I() Cl,)1 T=l, N4 
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TF (S':Vil71Tl,L=-.O> GO TO iJt 
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~:TSI7(TI = r.ET<;l711) + 4?.~ 
r.o TO Q?3 

1 J l 1'5 T 7, ( J) = 0 
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r. 1: i , n c c; • "> '·"'" •A r :, r 
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n,) 1"4 T=l, NM 
.:.: ~n (t; • 7<:;) M, ,~~ f 7• IM), Jf()IITV (M) 

1 " -~ 1 F c c; • r c; r 7 p.q • r, r • " > Mc; Pf. 1 ,.q = c; f r s 1 z I M 1 - '• ?.1, 
C: Qf:jll') ,~, •~i:-·~Rf~ 1_0~1'1ntr,c;, /'()IPIITF F'fAS. SlZI: ~l:~RfP.S, BUTLD AJ 
i F!XF""J"l <;IJ :.;l~ OUTTN!'"' •.101Tl[N l'lT f,O~OON P[NFOLl'l. THANK5 GOQOOI\I 

J ,,, O:~I) (<;,~) U.LOM,<; 
Tf I MLO~OS.fO.Oi GO TO 117 
IF (l'!OlrT.lll•.0> GO TO 7113 
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i-

C'hl.L r~m1:x c r > 
l')l'l PA .J = l • I\ 
!'\') I;><, I(= l • " JJ = fN(J) 
KL = TN(K) 
I• !JJ,<;T, '< l I f,I) TO l 26 
KL = KL - .IJ • l 

i- TF5T FOO Mft'(J'-'11 1-1 Ki< TO GfT JfHNI) 
TF (t<L.r.T.TJHtHl) ll~ANI):: Kt 
r• <J ,l A~,n. 1 f .M.-.~R,-.Nn> r,o rn 12~ 
\~f.'fT ► (">,611 
r,l'l Tl'l I n11r,11 

12Q 1.0 ' ITT"JIJS:-
r :-IO l)JVV <: F0 1? ~•l)ll"Jf1 1>Y Cl'IWITION<; 

JF (KL,r;r.1I r,n TO 112 

r 

i-

TF (F"!XY7. (J_I) .Fl).0,01 GO Tn 13?. 
c;c.JJ ■ tl = ~JG 
r,J(J .JI = 11,n 

D? C0'JT JNU!" 
<:(JJ,KLI = <:(JJ.KL) • SMR(J,K) 

12 ... ro~JTJNUS:-
1 ?.4 ro~IT I NIJC 

SOL 1/f h = 5*0 
CALL ~Nl1SOL'I !'1J, IRANO) 

FOP~ ~~F = S~•gT*O .I ♦ FEA 
n() ) 14 T = 1 , NM 
rALL lNllfX(l) 
11 '1 11A TA=l• '
tJ = JN(TA) 

11"> O(TA) : DJ(M) 
NS Ylf :: 11,5 l 7F ( 1' 
C al_L Fl)O •~ c;M Ir, ~,st 7E'> 
till L Fl)P"'IPT ( T) 
rALL M\lLT 101,..,,f-,PT,',,6,Tl:"'P) 
":~I.L MULT (TfMP,,,,f'l,Q,f-,J,AMl) 
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PROt;RAlo'I 

?::><; 

23 

?.J~ 

. 
24 

?4'; 

?.~~ 

7.c;c; 

~--

;,<,c; 

2·1 

?7~ 

CF<;Jr,N\ 

C Al')O A~1 TO AMF 
00 114 TA= 1 • 6 
M = l,*(T-1) • f'\ 

114 A~•(MI = A~C'(M) • AMtCIA} 
f CYfrK "fFLF:CTTON LTMJT<; 

JC' CHJ0!IT.l.T.?> r.o TO 712 
l)fFFL = l ■ O / oc-FFL 

C FTNO ~1Al<Jf~IIM x l)ffl F"CTJON 
l')r.F = O.(l 
no 71;;. T=l• NJ 
KL :: 1 * ( J - l) • l 
TF (f)J( KL) .r.T.f)/IF") OAf :: l)J(KU 

711\ ro~•TT NUF 
ytH X = OAF /YM.11 X 
TF" CYMIIX.L•.OfFTU INOUT:: 
IF C INOllT .r,c- . 2 , r.o TO A?.2 

(' 

r f) f <;T(;N sc-r.rIO N HOOK UP 

CDC ~400 fTN VJ.~-Pl6S 

r c;ovv nF l')f.<;TGN <;ErTION wqITTfN RT ARIAN Pr::NNEP. THANKS BRIAN 
7p JC~IIN = O 

r 

r 
r. 

Mfr. TN O~ SlfiN 1.00P 
Pn4 1)0 14? ~=t, N~ 

T TS:-"! = " 
TNH'Q = 0 
TF cc;i:-rc;T7(1A).fiT.?l1.ANl).JOFI_IIG.f.O.O) (;OTO )I+?. 
JF (<;FT<;T7(f'l.GT.4.?A.ANO.I0FLAG.NF..J) r,o TO 147. 
J = MSJ7.ECM) 
JO= J 
IA(~AF l( :: '3 

CO~PUTF" KLX, KLY 
K=t.n fl)Q ALL "F.A~c; ANI) PINNEn MEMAERS 

C'I< -= 1 • n 
IF ( ,~ .. P1) . NF" .1.nR. f PtN(tA) .1:0. l) r,n TO Jlt4 
TF ( <; T ('!) .1 T .O.')',) f,Q TO 144 
CIILL EF L(N 00 

144 ~LX: FK* BPrFX(M} 
l"'LY = flC'Cf.Y (M) 
KL:: -,~pA-1)+3 
L? = KL• J 
F"A = A9 <;(AMC' (Kl•l))/A RE A(J) 
TF (MAF(l.?).F"O.n.(I) AMFCL21 = 0.001 
~PK:: S~F(l"'l)/AMF"CL?} 
TF ( A~<;(M0X) .~T. J.(I) MRX = J.~IMRX 
KL:: ~<>(IA-J)•) 

1_;,:: KL• 3 
T• (t.'ff(Kl-?>.LT.O.O) ITPI:: l 

r COVPIJTS:- 10 x T "1 1JM t~O•AFNT<;, AX JAL LOADS 
r, P tc; ll<;<;IJ'-'F:I) CONSTAMT FO~ ONF. Mft~~Eq 

NT"IT•N -: 1"1 

TF(J ~~ ,~,.~ •• n, r.o TO 153 
TF (tt;PAV. "l•oll GO TO 153' 
tALL Clc;l4J 

151 1"/ILL PV'1 (C:~1T CJ> ,~MXA) 
1Mx = n.R5 i CMY = o.~5 
JI = 1 
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J.,~ 

.,,-

Of'SIGNI 

l <; 0 t • < .J. r, T • K J I I I l ) I I= I l • l 
Jf <J.r.T.KJIJI)> GO TO 150 

157. WTCY•CK = 1000.~ 
Jt-1 = ii 
JP= 0 
T•UG = 0 
J•L.r.r. = 0 
F".\ = PZ/ARi::ll(JI 

roe 1,4 o o F'TN 

TF (T8C(M).~f.n.nQ.FA/(FYTFl0(~) 0 ~.~l.GT.o.1i:;) r,o TO 156 
r, WANl rn PJrK fU0M •CON04Y TABLES 

r~- I (OFLAr..n"l.) l GO TO 156 
.JFt.t>G = 1 
,:K ,,iJ : CIH (J) 

("KOP = r.nn, ( J) 
f"\ •1 I•; I .JJ= I • c;,. 
r ·, = rrrnN<J.J> 
JF (C 1H<IZ>.LT.rK•H.O~.Cl)f.P<TZ>.LT.r.Kl)P) GO TO )51 
.J :: ( z 
r.•) TO l<i6 

I c; l r()~IT t NOi=' 
MF'l_f>i, = 0 

1c;1, rn,1TTI\JlJF'. 
TNTVP = [NJF'Q • 1 
rr n~•T.r.T.?.M1').tl\Jr1:.q.r,T.;,r;J r,o TO 650 
tF' CJNTr-R.r;T.r; rq r,Q TO 650 
JF tJ.r.T.") GO TO !\?8 
J = ~ 
~•T~T7(~) = J • ?13 
r.O TO 6"0 

117.A ("')'H f~JI.J► 

Tf ! .J.F0.7.l'•l J = l??. 
C T•n~ s•r:TJ"'I !)VAL<; IJ[TH DEPTH LIMITS . 

Tf (10HAC. 0 l"O.ll GO TO )Ci7 
T F < .J. r, T. ►JN < T r I I I I= I I • 1 
TF ( .J.LT.l<J(llll Ir= II -
TF tnL( 1•1).r,r:c.Kl'!Tl)) r,o TO l'i7 
JF!!'P,WX.EO.Ol r,O TO 161 
.J = "'IF'.'-11:'.X 
t;(' TO (.t;I\ 

lhl TF IJ~-Lr.r,.,n.1) r.n TO H,J 
WP TT• ( ", • 6J\ I I~ 
f'IL (tJ I : 16 
r,I'\ TO l c;7 

I f.1 JF"LIIG = I\ 

JJ ' =II-J 
J = KJ(TI) 
Tf-lC( 10 = I 

Jt;7 KlCF'LaG = 0 
l<'Y•L r.r, :: Ii 

~':r.T = ~<;F.:CT(Jt 
WT = C1H (J) 
Al= AQl"~(J) 
l)f.C : (:l')FP( . I) 
OF" = C'1F' ( J) 

TF' = CTF' ( J) 
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PROr;RAM 

31c: 

14 

14c; 

1c; 

1c;c. 

17 

1R 

r 

r: 

o~c;Ji,Nt r.oc A401\ fTN 

Tl~ = CTl.-l(J) 
!)AF= cnAF(J) 
~;tX = C<;XX(J) 
PXX :: f".t:;'XX(J) 
SYY = C';YV(J) 
O.YY = f.QYY(J) 
FY = F"Y P':LI' (M) 
L = t, RCFY (M) 
TF I WT .GT. WTf.HECK ) GO TO 420 
r,(I TO IF,1' 

!SA TF!,1 ~' ,•O• ,JM .()R. ,IJ .fO.JP) GO TO 300 
J = !Ff.ON (JJ) 
r.•) rn 1c;A 

lfl'l Fh = ;>zlf,1 
sr,x :: KLX/PXX 
SPY= KLY/RVY 
T• ( fOFLAi..,0.1 l GI) TO 14, 

CHECK CLf:Nl'~P~ESS PftTJOS 
JF (SRX.GT.?OO.~.oq.c;RY.GT.?on.o> r.o TO 2~n 

I 4, ro,,r PHW 
rr ,,_qic,.-0.n.01 s~x = n.0~1 
TF (C Q y,,() 0 '1.1\) SPY :: r'l.00) 
~JOI•' C() ~\PllTTt-J(; A1_L0 1•f>f,Lf: co,,p~f5SJO~J LOhn, [(). t.5-1 ' STF.fl HANDBOOK. 
f'U'•' :> : <;P )( 
TF ( <;Ql( ■ I.T, <;OY ) SRX:: c;py 
cc:: SOQT (:>. • 0 TF:**? * E/FY) 
ro~• = c;Pxtr.r. 
TF ( SPX ■ GT ■ rr l r.O TO Ji;? 
,s = ~.,1 .• o.,1c; DfON - ~.12s*1co~••J> 
FAll: FY*(l ■ -O, ~•(CON**?))/FS 
r,() Tl) I 1,4 

r r,!(H C0'-1°\ITHtf. pii:- 11LL0 1~AAt.i:- 1.0 ' IDPF.SSIOM LOhl', FO. t ,5-? STFFL HANOBOOI<', 
JA? FALL= (12,0 • DJF.**2 * E )/( ?1 ■ 0 * SPX**2) 
JA4 PJ : FA/f"ALL 

C C01~PlfTIC (:t~X t CtAY 
ff !Tr-.!Jf'"R.~J• ■ l> GO TO 7]A 
KL = JC PH 
L? = K('!M> 
TF (Y(rL>.r;r.sw ~Y.OQ,Y(L?).GT.,WAY) (jQ TO 7]~ 
(:MY :: "•o - 0,4D!1RX 
,r ,r,.•x.l.T .n.4) r.1n = ~.4 
no 711 TA::J, ML0AOS 
TF (Mf: l}(JA) .~IE.•') GO TO 711 
r,() ro (71~,7lh,7}1,,7}),711,713,7)~) JCOOf(JA) 

7tli C,\I L TA~LF.C IDU"l l 
rMx = 1.n + OuMi ° FA 1 1<t?.ooPJf••2°El/!?1.o 0 1DUM2**2>>> 
t;(') Tl'l 7}~ 

711 ";01H J NlJf' 
~ TH~ PQ()(,~A~ JN ~ow µAKJNG A PPELT~TNARY CHF.CK 0~ EDUAT(ONS 1 ■ 6-1~ 

r A~n l ■ h-? IN T~c AJSC STEFL MA~OAOOK ■ 
71q TF I RJ .r.T. J.iq , ANf) • J()Fl:\G ,"IF. ■ 1 ) GO TO 200 

r-KwT: ARS!YMNF("I)) 
CKno = A~S(VMF•(M)) 
A"IY = AMAX I (CK 1,1T ,CK[)P) 
TFRXC~~ = n.~6 ~ rY + n.~ 
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41) ,, 

l+~S 

41~ 

4 1 'i 

41 

41c; 

44 

(' 

r 
r 

11" 

17? 
171 

Wf. 

174 

FHXCMF.C = tFRXCME 
R?TF.ST = ( AMX/<;XX )/fAXCHEC 
y.qycHF = n.75 *FY ♦ ~.'i 
Ft-lYCMEC = TFAYCHF 
P<TFST = I r. •1y /SvY ) /Fl3YCHEC 
T~ ST: Q? T•ST • RJTF.ST 

CDC Mryo FTN 

TF I lt"ST ~<;T. l •03 • AND • IOFLAC.. Nf • 1 l GO TO 200 
f"MX = C.11 
{Fill:?{ :: II.AO o FY ♦ 0.5 
F rHR J = TFRTRT 
R()f = ~.'i°C RF(Ji/Cff(J) 
Pl.I. Cl'il41 
TF (~ITNTf.N.~l•.11 r,o TO 170 
Tf I FY .GF. q('l.0 ) GO TO 172 
,r~x: ~.AA O FY ♦ c.s 
•RX = TFAX 
r;n rn 17J 
TF ININTEN.NF.?i GO TO 173 
l\,l()T = Q'i. 1)/«;()IH (FY) 
IF (AR(lT .LT. nnT l GO TO i.71 
tf I FY .r;r:. QO.O ) GO TO 172 
N0 1o/ rOM 0 llTJ".J(; THF ALLOWA8LF Aff~l)tN<; STRFS<;, 1 .'i-'i <;T[r.'!. HA~l()[300K. 
JF~X:: FY O ( 0.7]J - o,oij14 0 ( ~.c; 0 r,RF(J)/CTF(J))DSQRT(FY))•.5 
F'3X = TFl3X 
<;() TO 171 
Ft-l't :: flHRJ 
TF 1r~~C •"<Cl-lll 174, 175, 174 
r.~• f.f)MPUT T~J<; TY• AI.LOWARLf. R(Nf)JN<; 5TPFS5 JN 
TM• ~[N()R AY[ S , <;FCTION }.c;.}.4.J 0• TMF 5TF.EL HANDROO~. 
Ati 'lT = <;?.?/SllPT (fY) 
,r 1 ;rnr .r.r • . \n()J > r,o TO 175 
JF I KLY/RYY .f,T • >< U<IRXX ) GO TO 175 
TfRY = ;o7'i * fy • Co5 
• •W = T•HY 
IF I •IH .r.r. ()~() I GO TO l~l 

17;; TF I FflX .r,,, 'l.l) I GI) TO 17/J 
T• ,11~x.c;J.A AS( ~~F(l?l).nR.AM7.f,T.A ~S (A~f(WL))) MRX = 1.0 
f.t-l'(:: ).75 - l.~c; * M~X • n.J o (MPX**2) 
TF I CRX .r;T. ?.1 ) C9X = ;,.3 
f":ALL FRf":R I CfH. FY. L, CRTC.JI .l)aF,FIHPT,FRX,KXFLAG) 

J7A TF (YM~~l~).F () .;.o.oP.YMF[IM).fQ.O.()I GO TO 179 
M~Y: yMff(M)/YM~F(M) 
TF I ,Hj<;(MDY) .IT. 1.() ) •~qy: loO/'~PY 
JF 14 ·~v.r.J 0 ,'11"1 S (v ~~FE l~ll.OR. AMY.GT.AAS(YMl~f(M))) MYA: t.n 
f":8Y: 1.75 - l.~s *~Ry• n.3 ° ( MRY**?) 
r,I) TO JR() 

179 r~v:: J.75 
lA<'l TF C CRY .r,T. ?~1 ) CRY= ?..3 

~ALL FRl".B I C8 Y• FY, L, CRT<Jl ,OAF.FBTPJ,f"RY,KYFLI\G) 
lRl D~: (A MX/<;XX)/FRX . 

o 1 = I A'·' Y / <; Y YI I• A Y 
TF 101.r,T.l).15.'·"'')•JTf.N.NE.J> GO TO lAi! 
TF llTf~~.F.Q.1) Pl = FA/(0.A*FY) 
IFL ~r, :: 1 

r, T~S:- NF'l(f C~RO r,l)MP11TF.S EOUATlON l.A-2 OF fl-41: STEEL HANOBOOI(. 
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44<; 

45 

4ft~ 

47 

47<; 

Of.'- Jr;N I 

'-J)( = Rl + 0 ? • Q3 
TF (!OFLAG.~O.ti GO TO POA 
IF1<;1"< .GT. 1.n1> r,o TO ;,~o 
IF (fOFLt.G.~0.?I GO TO 6<;() 
TF I <;f~ _•l T. n ·.os > GO TO )99 
r,I') TO 3"'1\ 

IA? 04: F~/(1.~°FYl 

CDC 6'+'l'l flt.I 

r: THE ••FXT r,1100 COMD1Jn: s EOUATJON I .6-lR OF THF. <;TEEL HANOIC\OOK. 
~1: 0? +Pl+ 04 

FfX: \4Ql)(l0.0/!0UM?**2) 
('>1X = J ■ I\ 

T~- I KXFLI\<; .En. l) CIILL FACA < CAX, FY, L ■ CIJTIJ),OAF",F8TQI,f8X, 

} ')II'' I ) 
r.>:;,\ ,: 1r.r~x• (/11.l)lt\/S'(X)/FRX)/(l.n - FA/Fl'"X) 

\In P11= ;., • " 
C TYF. ·~•n (11~0 cn~~p,,r~ s F.OUIITJO",/ l .A-lA OF THE <;TEF.I. HANOllOOK. 

1~4 t\l = ~l + ~?1 • Pll 
TF (f 1)FL'l(';.~w.1i c;o TO ~O':, 

r P~IJT 1 F OUTPUT C,f.("TION 

r-

C 

AflA KL : fl -ct (P.,-l) + l 

l ?. = KL • ~ 
TF I JFLA<;.•JF ■ l) f.0 TO snn 
,., ;;, T T F I ~ • ~ l I µ • c, f r T , WT , ( At~ F ( 1) , T =Kl. , L? ) , q l , R 2 , R "\ , S J Jt 
r r I n F •i. F ,j. }) "' rn r F < 6 • 6 9 > 
r.,.., rn A 1? 

Pl" ,,,;;,TT• (A,64) M, <;fCT, WT, (/IP.,f(J).Y=KL,t.2), rn. R21, P1\, 117, R'•• 
JP? ■ Pl, A7 

N0\4 C:O•IDlJT~ OFFl . f.<'.TTON<; FOR THF. SPAN 
O\::> TF (<;,n.r,T . c,Py) <;~Y = <;Ric 

,JOT;f (A ■ 7!l) /IIH ■ 5PY 
TF (lli1S(<;T( ' •)).r;T.O ■ l> GO TO ~13 
fAI.L l)fFLET 

5Yfan r,qFCK 
P 11 A 7 = ; •'•*FY 

~1: ~~C,(AMl"(KL+4)) 
JF IA~<;(/IMl"(KL+ill.f.T.87) R7 = ARSIAMF(,L+l)) 
D7 : •H / (l)f Pllhl i 
r~ p:n.1.r.117> r;n TO 14? 
\•/ q l T F' I f, , f, c;) II 7 , 117 
r,l"'I TO I t,2 

Pl"', TF I H7 .r;r • 1. '11 .no. A7 .• <;T. 1.01 r,o TO 21)() 
Tf (J()Ff_A(;.r:-1).;>I r,o TO 6<;0 
TF I 97 .LT. 0 ■ '11 .ANO.A7 .LT. n.cn f.O TO 19'1 
r.r. TO 1i-il 

r_ Tt-'E Nl'."'<T CAR[)c; CH/\'t(,f Tl-iE "iHADf: TO A ~F.TTfD 01\lf..' 
JQ9 TF IPJT 0 f.T 0 rt1Tc;1 1':IILL Cjl"TUM <-1, J, t◄, NM, TO 

Tf I JFLAG.FO. JI G() TO l QCH 

JP: J 
J = J - 1 
r;I) TO 11'4 

lC.QJ JM = JJ 
JJ = JJ -
r;O TO 1 "-8 

2nc rr 1r0FLAr..r0.-;,i GO TO 2n1 
JF <ItJT.GT.!NT~I CALL SFTll\14 (1.J,MoNM,JT) 
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5"" 

? 1'1 Tf" (JFLhG.i:_:0.1) r,o TO 201\l 
J ., ,J + l 
r.o rn 1~4 

2r'01 JP: JJ 
JJ = JJ+l 
r,'.) Tl) I SB 

']114 TF (.JP.J::'.Q.J) GO TO 10 0 
(ii) TO JS6 

,lln 14TrH•CK = WT 

CDC F,4nq F'TN 

r TH}c; 5fCTT0N TF.ST5 THE OEPT~ .LlMIT ANO Sf.F.S Jr ANY SHAP.~S FXJ<;T WITH BETTEQ 
r PR :"' 0 f"IH t 1:5 

'·11:' 1➔ 1: X : J 
42 -~ TF ( .JFt.Ar. .ni. l ) Gf) TO 6'-1\ 

T• 1J.~T.KJ(lll+J.O~.MFLAG 0 FQ.l) GO TO 43~ 
~!FL/I!; = l 
.J: KJ(TJ-t) 
TJ=rt-i 
CiO TO l '>6 

41,: TF ( KK(T l).r;f.Dl . (M)) GO TO 650 
Tl = IT + 1 
t< = KJ(TI) 

4~4 ff (1.'H (I(} .c;r . 1JrCHECKl GO TO 405 
TF ( t< .F;n.N~l(II)l GO TO 405 
K = K • I 
r,I) TO t,;.4 

41l'i TF (t<. ► rl.K , l(Jl)l GO TO f:,5() 
J = K - l 
r.0 TO J'i6 

f:'i" JF ,YPFl_fl(i.,IF.1'.A'JO.JP F L A(; .N~o?.I ~/PJTE (6t 7p Mo J, JQ~ ~S i::CT<J), 
JrWT( J l, (K e PZ, ht-IX, CMX, r~Y• FALL, FRX 

TF (J. ~F .J0l CiO TO 141 
TF («;•T~Il('Al.~JC" • .JOI GO TO 142 
IF !TOFLAG. 1-IF.ni r,o TO 142 
~~T5T7( ~ ) = J + ?)3 
r.n TO Jt,? 

141 TC YAN = TC4&N • 1 
r REMnv• hN/) QF PLI\CF MFMPER WT~ TN FFA ANO AJ 

1. ,, LL .., T FF I\ ( ~~ • r lfl ( JO I , -1 • 0) 
<:'~LL c; Tl)QF ('0 
r:nL \-ITFfA (1-1, r"IT(J), 1.iu 
r:ALL <;T0P~ (M) 

~!Sl7!: ( Ml = J 
14? rO'ITTNUI: 

nO A1? T=l, NM 
IF (Jf:QlllV!Jl.F:n.Q) GO TO A]?. 
J = yc:-n 11tV(J) 
TF ( '-1Slff ll).E0."'517 E IJ)) M Tl) Al? 
J(\ = I~ c; T 7f. ( Tl 
rALL 1-ITFF A ( T ,C~•r ( JO) ,-J .i,) 
CALL c;rno1:· ( T) 

"4Sl7•(Tl = •Ac; J7r-(J) 
J = 1.45J7F(J) 
('&LL WTFfA !T,CYT(Jl,1.n) 
C/11.l STORl:IT> 

Ill?. "0"JTINUF. 

lll . 



<; 7 

DESTr.Nt CDC 640n F"TN 

Tf <tOFLAR.FO.ti GO TO A??. 
Jf fJPFl_hC, 0 '-IF.O~A'-JO.IPFLAR.NE.?.) WPITE fFu7?.) ICHAN 
Tf (JCHA~.fn.01 r.o TO 1100 

C C~ANGE A~F ijAC~ TO AMF BEFORE ACTIONS ~ERE AOD[O 
PlS ()0 An n T=l, NM 

COLL INOEX (!) 

no A;?. T<'l=t,6 
14 = TN (TA) 

~<'?. t)(TJ\) = l)J0-4) 
NS!7► = MOST7E(T) 
CALL FOq i,4c;M CI,~15IZI::) 
CALL F0:-?1,4µT (II 
CALL MULT (C: 14,A,f..,RT,6,6,Tl'"t-lP) 
rALL ~ULT (TFMP,h,6,0,6,1,AMl) 
no PO~ tA=l• 6 
M = 6 * (1-l) + TA 

QOO ~IJ;'(MI = AMF(MI - AM} (IA) 
r.() TIJ '\14 

r. WHfN Pcnr.P/IM COMES HEPE NO CHANGES HAVE REEN MAOf IN THE MEMBF:R SIZES 
r. PITl'"P.HJ()"l 

1iloo no in~i; t=i, NM 
Tf (SFTSTZCTl.LT.~14) GO TO Al~ 

l noi; ,-·~•ITT 'llJ ► 
TF (J()FLAG,fO,ni Gt) TO AOl 
lOFLAG = l 
r,n T'l A?I 

P()J TOF"I. I\G = 2 
r;O TO ~J<; 

A?.J ~IRTTF. (A,6?.l 
r;O TO A"'• _ 

~?.? •,irn rr <A,M,> 
no Fl?(' T=l, NJ 
KL = '.' * I l -1 l + l 
L? = KL + ?. 

P?ll ~, 0 rrr: (,,,,.,7) I, (nJ(J),J =:K L,1.2) 
<:K~/T = O. 0 
nl) i:i1il T:l • NIA 
.I = M517C-CI) 

PJO CK~T = CK~T + cwT(Jlll?..0°(/IL(I)) 
WQTTF: (',,7f.) CKUT 
JF (TDFU.G.LT.;>i GO TO 10000 

~- PUNC~FQ OUTPUT ■ TAqLf 
WH Tic (I, • 7""\) 
~,Qn1: <fi,74> < 1 .cc;rcrn > ,c,"1 n > .J=J ,211> 
no A:>f. t =1. M"1 
PUM~H 7<;, J, MSTlE(II 

Q;>"' rn•.1rPmF 
J F()P•it.T (?.ll"•Fln.? ■ F!l'l.;>.r;yr;,f<;.(),J<;) 
;> i:-oc;,11~T <ll"•?Fl"•?•:\FS.?l_ 
1 f()P• .•foJ DI S ,1Fl".?•Tc;,;>fl').?,2T?,lf..l 
4 FOP~ AT !A4, ?FS 0 ?, F-.?• f<;,J, ?F4.3, f<;.J, ll• f6,l, F6,2, F4,2, 

l f',,;>, FA.J ■ F4.1, Fl.~, F?oO• F4,31 
c; f()P",H (16J<;) 

A i:-()q••AT ( l',) 

7 F°OQt!AT <?lc;l 
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,, 1 

61', 

CEsJr.Nt 

11 FOPUAT (tl0) 
q Fl)P•!AT (:>lc;.3r1,;.2) 

tr. f"OO~AT (ll0.3FlO.?.) 

enc M~o f'TP.t 

<;~ FOP•'AT (lHl•* THIS PPORLEM HAS*l4* JOTNTS ANO•I4• ~~MRERS. *II* 
l THF MOOlll.llS fir:- ELASTICITY f')IJAL<;°FQ.;,o .><SI. *II* 
2 THESTQUCTllRf TS U~rlRACFn AGA lNST S Tl1FSWAY AAOVF.*F9. 1 * INC 
JMFS.•//* THF PPORLEM Wlll ITERAT E* I?* TIMES REFOPF CONVfRGENCE 
4 IS FOR<:fO.•/) 

<;J F"011~AT (lH •• , IOPH r:OOROINHES 
l • • NIJ'~Rf.Q X V X 

si ro~~hT <tH .Ts.i:-1;,.t.4F10.1> 
'( 

FIXITY 
R()T 

*,I 
*. /) 

51 FOQ~~T (!Ht•• uFM9FP TNOtCf<; ANO OTHE~ Mf.M9fR OATA*///•)X• MEMAER 
l NEAP FAP vTfLI) X 8°ACE V ARACF OFPTH OUT OF PLANE 
?•◄ O MFr..r rs•1.·u• NttMAf.P FNn F.Nn POIMT LEMf,TH U:NGTH L 
JJMTT NEAP FNO FAP ENO RMCOL PI~~FO SFT SJlF. *) 

54 ,oo••AT llH ,T6,T7•lc:;•Fll.?.?fln.;>.JP,F1?.?.rtll.?,IEl•l7•Itfll 
55 Fn~Mr\T (!Ht•• TRIAL MEMRFP S17FS*•///,o MfMBfP AISC SHAPE EO 

lllTVTLANC.F.•, /) 
Sh Fl)?~ftT ()H .rc;.~x.A4.FA.?.TA) 
57 F"01';''1AT (!Ht.• un~qFP LOAOTNGSit.///,* TMC::RF: r\RE •.t1,.o LOArJFO MEl~B 

lFQS.•./1,• MfMAEP JC00E MA6NtTUOE P-l)IST NEAR R-DTST FAR* 
2.1) 

'>'I ,(10• 1 1\T (IH .t6•Tll•Fl2.1.FQ.),Fl3.1) 
<;Q •O~"AT<ll-i •• ,l'lTtl T LOAOTNGS•,//,• THF.Pf I\RE•.J3•• LOAOEO JOINT 

IS.*.!//,* ,JOTriT X FORCE Y FOPCE 7 t~()ME".JT *,/) 
~o F()0 1!1\T (J H .r .... ,.1n.2, 
~I FOD~I\T (}Hn.• HFY---- I NF-0 ~OPF AANI) wtnTH ON THE 5 ~ATPIX*) 
I-,;> F"r)D"f.T (IHI... •~Fl>AR~P srzi::-c: AI\JO Af:TlO~JC:.O) 
61 Fno•.l l\T (lH'l,/ • . ,. '-'F.'~Rf.~ ~IIJ•~~fQ<>J4,/ ,1X.115,F7.?• 

lAX. 0 ftXIALN SYEIIPN ~o~~NTN IIXIALF 
2~1TF•/ .ic:,x.~r,1;,~1.11.ic;x<>[)FSTG"J l:<HJIITIOPI! VAf.llf.S<>/ 
3-~ =~""A.4* •"•~.4• +•FA.4• =•FA.4) 

11'<*ACTIONS*/, l 
Sl-i•APf MOMF 

, t5)(<>FORMIJLA 1.6 

f,4 F0n"IIT (}Hn,/ •" MfM9FP NU'41lFPttJ4,/ ,1X.t\'SoF7.?• l)X*ACTTO~IS"/tl 
JAXo"tiXJALN <;HfllPN MOM-IJTN Alllt.ff" 5HF/IOF ~101~E 
?~T••/ .\:;x,,c.r,1;,.1.11.1c;x 1•nF<:;tGN ro1111Ttn•1 v.~l.llf.S•/ .Jt;'( 6 FOP'HILA 1.6 
3-IA =•FR.40 +<>FP.4* • 11 fA.4<> : 0 .i:i.4,/,)<;)(ltf"()PMULA l.6-lR =•FA.4• •• 
4FA 0 4<> +<>fA,4• :tiFA.4) 

f,<; FOPrAT()H •• --- THTS ~fMijFP FATLEn THf SHE AR CHfCK, ALLOWIIALE =•· 
JF7 0 ?.<> ACTIIAl. :<>F7.?.) 

61-, FOP~AT (IH!, 0 .JOTNT rEfLF"CJIONS*•//1.• JOYNT NO, XTPANS VT 
JPr\l\JS POT<>,/\ 

~7 FO'>''o\T (JH .tl).~Y,1Fll.1) 
f,A F0~'1AT (}Mn.• THE nfPTH 1.JIHT WIIS TOO Qf<;TQICTIVF. F()R MF.•~r~ERC1l4* 

1. TT lo/r\S p .1/"PF~SfD TO 1~ Pff.HE<;. Cl) 

6Q FOP~AT CJ H •" --- THIS ~F~RFP HAC:. AXIAL TENSION. F()RMULII 1•6-18 
l ,~nc; ACTllALL Y r.1~fr.1<:1::o.o) 

71 F()?~tT (ll-l .t4X*THF DESIGN MOMENT WAS"~t~.,.1nx•THE SLENDfPNESS RA 
JTl'l wll5~F5.i) 

71 FQP••AT (lH •* M~MREP N0•11• NEW"l4* 0Ln°14• NF.W SHAPf. = *A4tf6 ■ 2 
l,ll'X.7Gln.1> 

7? F')C~IIIT (lHn.o Nr:-1~ <;FT• 01.1) S~T MAO «115• CH~NGES•) 
71 FQDUI\J (Jl-il•• "F~~f. R ~fF"-PfNCF Tr\ RLEC1//) 
74 FOQ~r\T C)Hn.<,(SY•l••• = •11c;.F7.?)) 
7"> FOP•JftT (31)"1) 
7,-, f"O~Mr\T (}HO•* TH~ TOT/IL wrJr.MT 0F Tl-iTS 5TRUCTURE IS*GlS.~*POUNO 
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1 

OESir.Nt 

1c;•) 

CDC MOO f"TN 

77 F"OQ ~•A T (lH ,• 
7A F"OQ~A.T (lH •• 

lOAl)S.•//) 
intoo STOP 

THIS lS A f,PAVtTY LOAOtNr..•///) 
THIS IS A WtNO LOADING. PfOUCTION = 3/4 ON ALL L 

. ENO 

SU~DOUTINE SETUM CDC 6400 f"TN 

suqPOUTINE SF"TU~ (NEGPOS , J• M, NM. It) 
r0'4"1f)N/O(F"c;/ ,JC(:>l'\A) .KCC?,OA) .Y~J(f,), l8C(?nA) .rrxvZ(312) 
r.O i~~ON/•qT/QT(fi.f,), CT(;:>n~) ,ST(?.OA) ,PTT(6,6) 
co•~t--ON/'-1 I sc /MST 7F" (? 0 H l , f EA ( f,) , -"'ff ( 12411 l • A"' l ( 6) 
rO"'llnN/l.JtA<;/OL(:>llA) ,SF:T S!? !?Of<l ,t·40<;J?F: (;>l)q) ,INT, INTS 
C0~MON/F:CON/KK(J6), KJ(l6>• NN(16l, CWT(213l 
TNTfr.F:P OL, <;f.T<;T/ 
TF (SF"T<;tZ(M).F:0."ISIZE(M).nR.'-10SIZr(M).f0.MSIZE(M)) GO TO 103 
IF cttJT.LT.tNTS•2l c;o TO 100 
r;O TO )ll4 

11'\1 TF"( ~•f,P()S.c;T,01 r.o TO In? 
rr (~OSTZE(M).LT.MSI7E('-1)) M<;IZF:(M) = MOSIZE(M) 
SET<;t?('A) = MSPFIIH • 211 
r."I Tn 1 'In 

1n~ tr (~0ST7.F'.("')·r,r.MS17E(M)) MSI7E(M) = MnSIZE(M) 
Sr.TSP<~> = MSJ7F:(M) • 211 
(;I) TO 11'\n 

lC4 "1Sl7F"(Ml = ~AXO(J,MOSIZf!M)) 
S•TST7(M) = MSl7F'.(Ml • 213 

100 RfTIIRN 
fNI') 

<;IJ~POUT I NE DEF LF:T 

c;unROUTTNE nFFL•T 

CDC MOO fTN 

C0M~nN /MJSC/ MSI7[(:>n8) ,FFA(f,), AMf(l?.4A),AM](6) 
co~Mf)N/F"S M/SM (~.f,). A. Rf A.(211), f, AL(2~~).!X(213), tPtN(20fl) 
CO"IM()N/SIMF:0/5(1\?,J~l, AJ!312), DJ!Jl?l, AJ0(312) 
C0"'M0N/~V/ M, ML~ADS, AMX, Pl, MOM(Ql, l!?"Al,NlNTEN 
l'.'.0'AM()N/RffS/JC(:>~A) , KC (2 1JA ) •IN(f,), [ ~C (;>"AI ,Fl't.YZ!312) 

C T14I<; 51/8ROllTHlF: usr::s TH[ N[lo/~APK MET ... 00 TO COMPUTE DEFLECT IONS ALONG THE <;PA h 
Of::AL M0~1, llC 
J = ,;•(~-1) ♦ ) 

N = :<1SJ7 F.: (M) 
AJO(I) = -A~F(J) 
AJO(ll) = A~F<J•Jl 
no l~ll 1=2,10 

l~O AJJ(TI = ~OM(l-l) 
C COMPUTF ALP~A = M/•t 
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?<; 

'} ; 

4 

<; . 

00 I I' 1 t = 1 , 11 
101 AJO<tl = AJn(I)/(lX(Nl•E) 

H = AL ( "4) / l O • 0 
r. COMPUTF ALPHA R/\RS.----US f PAPAROLJC FITS. 

AJ(ll = (H/;>4.n1~,1.o~AJO(t) + A.0<>AJO(;>) - AJ0(3)) 
AJ(Jl) = (H/?.4.n)"l7•0"AJ')(lJ) • 6.0"AJO(lnl - AJ0(9)) 
r,O 1"?. T=2, 10 

1'12 AJ(l) = (H/1?.t'l"(AJO(I-)) • I0.0•AJO(Il + AJO(J+l)) 
1 = JC(~) 
N = KC(I.I) 
If (7(1).i,T.7(N)) I= N 
I = I • 3 
AJ·) (I) = OJ ( t) ♦ AJ (I) 
no l(ll T=2, 10 

10'3 AJC'l(TI = (AJO(I-11 • AJ(II) 
r. GET THf DELTA YS 

on 1 n 4 r = 1 • 1 o 
104 AJO(J) = AJO(l)<> H 

AJ(l) = 0 
00 1n, 1=2, Jl 

10, AJ!TI = AJ(T-1> + AJO(I-J) 
COPPFCT = AJ(lll"(-1.0I 
no 1 'H'I r = 1 • 11 
X = I 
X=X-1.'I 

101, AJ(!) = AJ(T) + (COP Q[CT"X/10.0) 
C f'INn THE MH. IMlJI~ or-FLECTION 

X = AJ (II 
H = l • ti 
110 1n1 J =?, 11 
IF I A Ac; ( /\ .J ( II I • ! . f • X ) GO TO l O 7 
X = .AB<; ( AJ ( Tl ) 
H = I 

107 CONTJN\JF 
H = ((H-J.Q)/10.0)"Al(M) 
A J ( 1 I = AL p .q IX 
WQJTF: (l',,',O) X, H, AJ()) 

50 fO PMAT ()Hn,}4X, 0 R~A"4 f1 EfLFCTlON ° /,l',X,oTHl5 BfAM D~f LECTEflof7.4* 
l JNCH f S M/\XI'~UM ,'f<>Ff,. I" INfH ES Fl-'01-1 TH~ LffT HAl~D 5IOE Of THE SPA 
2~. 0 ,.1sx•THF SPAN TO Df fLFCTTON PAT I O w~s•F~.01 

RETURN 
fN') 

CDC 1.401) f"TN 

~U RPOUTT NE ~Tff/\ (J, WT,A) 
co~it-.tm11~r s r:1MSI7f.!2n q 1 . FfA<f,I. A'~ F< 12'+A> .A1~1161 
r.O ,A I.IOt\1/r" SM /<; l"'(h,f,J, ARE A(?.l)), E, At.(21'1A),JlC(2D>• IPIN(20A) 
r.O~MON/F QT/RT< 6 ,Al, CT( ?. 0q),STt20q),RTT<~,6l 
WT= WT" 0.001 •A" O.OA'l~33333 
~L = ~~5 _( AL (TI! 
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1~ 

C'< = AA<;(CT(T)) 
CV= AAS(STII» 
FEA(l) = WT *RLoCV 
FEA(?) = WToPL•~X•0.5 
FEA()) = WT 0 QL 0 •?°CX*0.0833133 
IF (lPIN(l).EO.}) ffAl3) = 0.0 
FEA (4) = 0.0 
FEA (<;) = FF.A 12) 
FEA (6) = -fFA C 3) 
WT= WT O 1000.0 ° 12.0 ° A 
R~TURN 
END 

SUAPOUTINE S17.E CDC ~400 fTN 

5URROUT[NE <;J/F (M) 

C0'1'!0N/l"C0N/K"-(1AI, KJ(lA), NNl!Al , CWT<?.131 
('QM~ON/l.lMS/Dl(;>() l\ l,S[fST7<? . -'l l,MO<;JlE(?011l,lNT, INTS 
1"'0"4~0rJ/:)ff"5/.JCPO f' l ,KC< ~ O~l, (1-1((, ), !RCPOAI ,f"[XYZ(312l 

c; CO~A /~f'lN/FSM/SM(A,Al, M./ ~: h(2!11• f, AL(?,l\~),tX(213l, fP[N(20A) 
co~~ON/MISC/MSI7f(20~).FEA(6), AMf"(l248),AM1(6) 
TNTfGER l)L 
DEP = Al(M)/15.~ 
JDf"P = OEP 

I~ Tf" 1nL(',O,LT,Jl)FP) IOEP = f)l(Ml 
00 11'.lfl T=l, lh 
Tf" (KK(l),Gf,lf>fP) GO TO 101 

1no co~tT INUF. 
101 tr IHlCl~).NC::.fll M<;[l.F.(M) : KJll) + WN(l)-KJ(1))*2/3 

1"- Jf" IFlC(t~).NF.!l 11 c; 1zF.1ro = t<:J(I) 

l c; 

If (MSl7fl~l.LT.1.0P.MSl7EIM ) .GT,?.11l M<;l~f(M) = 73 
Pf.TURN 
f.lljf) 

SURQOUTINE fORMRT CDC 1>400 fTN 

~lJi1POIJTTNE FORMPT PO 
r.OM~ON/f"QT/PT(6,A>, CTl20~>,ST(?.08),RTTl6,6) 
PE :\L 1 X 
f)I) 1 ('IA T = 1 , 6 
1")0 11113 J=l, f-

l~~ PJ(T,Jl = 0,0 
PT(l,t) : C":T(M) 
PT(?,?.) = r;T(M) 
PT(4.4) = CT(M) 
IH(C.,5) = CT(r-4) 
PT(t,?.) = ST(M) 
PT(S,4) = -ST(M) 
RT(?,ll = -<;T(Ml 
PT(t.,5) = ST(M) 
RT(3,1) = 1,0 
QT(6,6l = 1,0 
no 1 nq K=l, f-
no lOQ "l=l, 6 
RTT(K,Nl = RT(N,K) 

lOq CO'HINUE 
RETURN 
Eillf) 
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SUPPOUTINE 

1;; 

'" 

2:i 

C 
25 

SURPOUTINE 

1 ::: 

FORMSM CDC 6400 rTN 

SUAROUTINE FORM<;MCM,N) 
co~~ON/FSM/SM(l:,,6), AREA(213), f, l\Ll20A>,IX(2131, 

llCI 

SM 

i 11 

MULT 

REAL IX 
oo 11n I=l, I:, 

DO 110 J=l, 6 
SM ( l , J) = o.o 
CONTINUE 
t\EL = AREA(N)l>f./Al(M) 
Ell = f<tJXCM)/Al_(M) 
1F I JPIN(M) ,EO, l) Ell = 0.0001 
SM(4,l) = -AEL 
SM(l,11 = t\f"L 
SM(?,?.> = I?.• 0 f. TL I l\L(M)*<t2 
SM 13 • ;>) = f,. 0 .. EIL I AL (14) 
SM(J,11 = 4,0 .. f. IL 
SM(4,4) = Af"L 
SM (t;, ;>) = -1?,0 .. ffl I J\l('-l)H2 
SM(<;,)) = -(,. 0 .. f. IL I ALIM) 
<;t-4(1',,2) = 1:,.0 .. Ell I AL(M) 
sr~ ,,, , J> = 2.0 0 fll 
SMIS,'>> = }?,0 0 Ell I Al(M)<ttt2 
SM(fi,5) = -6,0 .. Ell I AL(M) s~,,,,.1:,, = 4,0 0 Ell 
JS SY ~1HETR!CAL 
r)0 l l l I=l, f, 

no l 11 J=l, 6 
c;M I I ,J) = S14 CJ, T > 
PETU,m 
nm 

SU4POUTTNE MlJLT (A,MA,NA,B,MB,NJ.l,C) 
OJMENSION A(h,6), 8(6,6), C(6,6) 
1)0 2'll l=l, MA 
DO ?.fll J=l, NB 
SUM= 0,0 
DO 1r. l=l, NA 

30 <;11M = S1JI◄ • A(J,l) ,. IHl,Jl 
201 CII,J) = SUM 

RETlfRN 
END 

CDC MOO FTN 

IPIN120fl) 

suqPOUTINE INDEX CDC 6400 fTN 

c; 

,~ 

SU9 POLITINE JNl)EY 1~0 
C0"1MO"I/REfS/JC(::>OA) ,KCl20fll, I N(Al, J8CC20Al ,FIXYZ(Jt21 

C INDfX CO~PUTES tN01CIES fOR USE IN DO LOOPS USED IN STORING SMR INS, 
C FEA IN AJ, ANI) JN ~XTRACTING OCM) FROM OJ, 

JJ = JC(M) 
KK = KC(l-1) 

JJ = 1 * JJ 
K3 = 3 o KK 
tN<J> = JJ 
JN(?> = J3 - 1 
JN(l) = J3 - 2 
tN (t,) = K3 
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l c; 

5 

1~ 

25 

c; 

1 (· 

INC<;)= K3 - 1 
JN(4) = K3 - 2 
RETURN 
E•1n 

SU?ROUTINE rlNOSOLV CDC f,400 FTN 

<;U9ROlJTINE PNO<;OLV (JN,lf3/\NO) 
COM~ON/<;JMEQ/5(112,JO), AJ(3}2), OJ(3121, AJO(Jl2) 
NLIMNP = 3itJN 
" P'-1 I = NUMNP - l 
[)0 t.<;".I T=l, NPIH 
D = lel)/S(J.}) 
JENO= NUMNP - T • l 
lf (Jl: Nl).GT. IUMlDl JENO = IBANO 
DO 44(1 J=2, JEM!l 
NP~J = l • J - l 
FAC = 5(1,J)*I> 
M=(I 
DO 430 K=J, JENO 
M = :--1 • l 
S(~PN,M) = S(NPN,M) - S(I,K)*fAC 

430 CO~!THIUE 
AJ(NPN) = AJ(NPN) - AJ(I)*FAC 
S (I• Jl = F AC 

440 CONTHIUE 
AJ(JI = AJ(l>*O 

450 C0'HINUE 
I\J(NtJMNi>I = A .J(•l'JMNPI/SC ►JU"4NPtl) 

l)J(NlJMf~P) = I\J(NUMl~P) 
no 470 1=1, NP:11 
NPN = N1JMNP - I 
J[MD = NIJMNP - ~~PN ♦ l 
IF CJEND.GT.I~ANDl JENO= IBAND 
P11S = AJ (NI-IN) 

1)0 ""~ J=2, JENn 
M = NPN ♦ J - l 
PHS = RHS - S(NPN,J)*OJ(M) 

460 co~JTl NUE 
f)J(NPN) = RHS 

1• 10 CONTJNUE 
RETURN 
ENO 

SURPOUTINE fBC~ CDC 6400 frN 

<;U~R0UTlNE FRCB ( CB, FYt l• RT, OAF, FBTRI, fB, KfLAG) 
PEAL L, LRTl• LPT2, LRT 

('I 

l 
? 
l 

4 
c; 
n 
7 
A 
q 

10 
11 

If ( L •LE. 0. 0 > GO TO 14 
LRTl = S~RT ( ( SlOOOO.O * CB )/FY 
LRT?. = SQRT ( ( 102000,0 * Cri )/FY 
LRT = L/RT 
IF< LRT eLT, LPT2) GO TO 14 
IF < LPT .GT. LDT} ) GO TO 8 
f~l = ( 2•013.0 - I FY* LQT**2 )/( 1530000.0 •CB> ) • FY 
c;O TO 9 
Frll = ( 170000.0 • CA 1/( LRT**2) 
FuTEST = ( 12000,0 • CH )IC L * OAF 
If ( FRI .GT. f fHf.ST I fATEST = fBl 
If ( fHTRl .LT. fBTEST > fBTEST = FBTRI 
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15 

zn 

5 

15 

_;,i:; 

.. ,, 

lZ 
JJ 
)4 
1s 

F'l'4 = F'iHEST 
c;O TO 15 
F'~ = F'BTRI 
KfLAG = 1 
RETURN 
END 

SU~POUTlNE FlXEND CDC 6400 F'TN 

SU~ROUT I NE F' 1 XEND <M .J) 
co~~ON/LOIIDS/M[ M(HO>• JCODE(AO). RLOAD(~O>• P(R0), 0(80) 
co~~ON/FRT/QT(0.~). CT(20R> ■ ST(20~).~TT(6,6) 
C0~MON/~ISC/MSJ7E(208), ff!hlt AMF'!l24R),AM1(6J 
COMMON/FSM/SM!b,61, AX!21Jl, Et ALENl20A), 1Zl213>, IPIN!20~) 
PEAL IZ 

C ThlS SU~ROUTINE co,~PUTES THF. FIXED END IICTIONS FOR LATERALLY LOADEU ME~R: 
C RLENGTH IS THE LENGTH OF THE ~1Et-lBER 

HLF.NGTrl=ALEN!M) 
R = 1 ■ 0 - P(l) 
T = lH I) 
DO 9 K=l,6 

9 ff(K) = 0,0 
K = MSIZEIM) 
JF!JCOOE!I>.EO.o> GO TO 10 
GO TO (ll,12,13,14,15,16,17,100,l00,100,100) JCODEtl) 

100 WRITF.!6,101) 
101 FO•l ~'IIT !lHl ■ 0 YOU HAVE TROUIJLE IN THE l~lPIIT OF A MEMAER LOADING. 

lJCOOE IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM PERMJ~SIBLE VALUE.*) 
c;O TO 50 

C 
C CONCENTRATF.D . LnAD 
C 

C 
C 

C 

11 FF<l>=O.O $ ff(4)=0. 
ff(?l=-RLOAD!I)o(J.-J. 0 R«>*?•2 ■ 0 R••J) 
fF(1)=-~LOIIO(l) 0 R0 ~LENGTH 0 1J.-~)**2 
fF(5)=-PLOll~(l)«>IP 0 •2>•<J.-2. 0 R) 
Fflhl= OL0AD!ll~R 0 •2*RLENGTH 0 !I.-R) 
GO TO SO 

UNIFORMLY DISTRI~UTED LOAD 
12 A = 1 ■ 0 

FT!l> = 0 ■ 0 $ FF(4) = 0 ■ 0 
lll ff!2) = -RLOAU(T)*A*R*RLF.NGTH*!lR.O-l4.n•R-R*R+3.0*R**3)/12.0•ff(2 

1) 
Ff(1) = -RLOAD(T)*A*RLENGTH••2•R••2•<6.o-a.o•R•J ■ 0°R•R)/l2 ■ 0 • ff( 

13) 
FF!Sl = -RLOAD(J)«>A*R*RL[NGTH*l-6 ■ 0•14.0*R•R•~-J.O•Q«>R)/12 ■ + Ff(S 

1) 
ff(6) = RLOADIIl*A«>RLENGTH••2°R••J•<4 ■ 0-J ■ 0°R)/12 ■ 0 • ff(6l 
If (A• ~lf • l ■ 0) GO TO SO 
A= -1.0 
R = T 
GO TO 112 

C CONCENTRATFO MOMENT-- COUNT[~ CLOCt<WISE POSITIVE 
11 FF<l>=~.O $ ffC4l=O. 

ffl?)=~. 0 RLOAD(T) 0 Ruc1.-kl/PLENGTH 
ff(ll=RLOAD(l)*ll ■ -4o 0 R+J. 0 R«>Rl 0 !-J ■ l 
ff (C.I =-FT (2> 
ff(61=-~L0AO(Il«>R 0 12 ■ -3o 0 R) 
GO TO 50 
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ss 

C 
C 
C 

JOINT DISPLACfJAENT--COIJNTER CLOCKWISE POSITIVE 

14 FF(l>=O.O $ FF(4l=O. 
FF(?.l=-12.*Jl(Ml*~LOADCl)/(PLENGTH**]) 
fF(l>=-h.*IZ(Ml•RLOADCll/lRLENGTH••2> 
FFC51=-Ffl?.l 

b~ FF(bl= ff(3) 

1<' 

75 

~., 

Ac; 

15 

GO TO SO 
C 
C TEMPEPATURE CHANGE FOR STfEL ONLY 
C 

C 
C' 
C 

C 
C 

15 fF()l=AX(K)•.oon0065*RLOAD(I) 

lA 

17 

l 'l 
50 

6c; 

ffl?l=O• S fflll=O• $ FF!Sl=O• $ fF(6)=0• 
fFl41=-ff(l) 
GO TO SO 

JOINT DISPLACEMENT IN X DIRECTION 

ff(ll=- QLOAO!It•AXIKl/lRLENGTHl 
FF<?.>=O. ~ FF(ll=O. $ FF(Sl=O. $ FF(6)=0• 
ff(41=-Ff(ll 
GO TO S(' 
UNIFORMLY vr.Ry l~IG LOAD-- LA l~GE PART AT NEAP END Of MEMBER 
RLOAD = MAXIMUM MAGNITUUE 
Ff<l>=O.O 'Ii FF14l=O• 
FFl?>=-QLOhD(I1•R• PLENGTH*<JO.-S .•P••2•2.•R••Jl/20. 
ff(3)=- RLOnn(I1 11 (P*•2 )*( Rlf GT rl•~2 1•110.-10.•M•J.•R••2)/60. 
FF IS) =-1) • S<>P<>;~LFNG T H 11 1?LOhD (I) +FF ( ?.) 
Ff(A>=-ML0AO(Il•R•R*R*!RLENGTH**2l*IS.-).*Rl/60e 
r,O TO '50 
COMT[NUF. 
If CIPIN!M).NE.ll GO TO 65 
FF (J) = OeO £ Ff 161 = OeO 
RETURN 
ENO 

su~~OUTINE EFLEN CDC 61+00 fTN 

C 

C 

c;uqPOUTINE Efl £N (Ml 
COMMON/•)EfS/JC!?l)8) ,KC(20~) ,IN(t,l, IBC(208l ,f"IXYZ(312l 
C0MMON/EFL/Y(20Alt EK, NM, SWAY, PIE 
cO:AMON/FSIA/c;~qh.r,) • AREAl?.131, F., AL(2(\8) ,IX1213l, IPIN(20f\l 
C0MMON/~ISC/MSl7E(208>,FEA(6lt AMf(l248),A~l(b) 
OE AL IX 
GA=0.0 
COLA=O.O 
BE AIIA=O • 0 
NA= JC(M) 
Ni3 = KC(M) 

GA:O.O 
COI..H=O.O 

lH:AMB = O.O 

tiEGIN LOOP TO CALCULATE GA, GB VALUES 
!)0 11) l=l, NM 
If I IP I "l ( I > • EU. l l GO TO l 0 
JT EST = JC C I> 
KH:sr = KC(t) 
IF (JTEST.NF.NA.ANO.KTEST.NE.NA) GO TO 20 

MEMBEQ DORS fM~4E INTO JOINT NA 
IA = MSIZE(I) 
Ell= lXIIAl/AL(I) 
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25 

30 

3'i 

45 

55 

1) 

7c, 

C COLU~N OR BEAM 
If <IHC(I) .EO.o) GO TO 25 
COLA= COLA+ Ell 
c;O TO 2,i 

25 CALL GlRMOO <T[ST,KTEST,JTEST,NA) 
BEA~A = BEA~A ♦ FIL u TEsr 

20 If (JTE<;T.~if.NL!.AND.KTEST.NE.NH) GO TO 10 
YA=~Sill:(I) 
Ell - IX<IA)IAL(I) 
IF ilnC<II.EO.O) GO TO 35 
COL B = COLB +EIL 
GO TO 1 Cl 

35 CALL GI~~OD ITEST,KTEST,JTEST,NBI 
H[AMd = BEAMD + F.IL • TEST 

10 C:0'-ITJNUE 
IF (REA~A.NF..o.o> GO TO 11 
NA= 1~(NA-l) • 1 
IF (FIXYZWA).Nr=-.O) GA=30 ■ 0 

IF <GA.f.Q.JO ■ O ■ AND.fIXYllNA+l).NE.O> GO TO 12 
GO TO 13 

12 GA = l0o0 
JF IFIXYl<NA +2) 0 1\i!:.O) GA = loO 

13 If <f,A.E0.0.01 <;A = 100000 
c;Q TO 14 

11 GA= COLA/BfAMA 
14 IF <BEA'-18.F.n.o.o> BEAMB = ■ 0001 

,;t:J: COLIVuEAMB 
NA = JCtM) 
YF (Y(~AloGT.SWhY.OR.Y(N8).GT.5wAY) GO TO 60 

C TrlfHE IS Si~AY RRACING PRESENT 
TE5T = loO 
EK= (I.Sl 

50 FIL= PJE/f.l< 
HEA~4A = TE5T 
TE~T = IGAu~8°(1.?5)*ElL**2 •((6A+GR) 0 0.S)*(J.O - PJE/(EI< • TAN(EIL 

1))) • ?.O• TANl•IL*O ■ Sl/lEill 
IF <Ei<.LT.0.971 GO TO 53 
EK= 1.0 
GO TO 65 

51 tf l(TEST-}.01/nEAMAI 65, 52, 52 
57. F.:K = EK+ 0.025 

GO TO 50 
C NO SWAY 8AACING 

no F.K = 1.98 
F.IL = PJE/F.I< 
TEST= ITAN(Ell)*(GA •GB• EIL••2 - 36.0ll/(6.0*(GA•GBl•EJL) 
Bf.AMA= l•O 
If ITE5T.GT.Oo0) GO TO 62 
13EAMA = -1.15 
EK=2 ■ 1\25 

t>l F.:lL = PIE/EK 
TEST= (TANIEIL>•(GA •GB• EIL**2 - 36.01)/16.0*IGA•GB)*EIL) 
If ITEST.LT.1.01> GO TO 65 
EK= EK -0.025°REAMB 
c;O TO 6?. 

65 RETURN 
ENO 
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5 

15 

J5 

'+5 

55 

SURROUTINE PVM CDC 6400 f"TN 

SUAROUTTNE PVH (WT,AMXA) 
C0YMON/FSM/SM(6,h), AREA!213), E, AL(20R>,JX(213), IPJN(208) 
CO t•MQ~J /fRT/RT 16,6), CT (208) ,ST (208) ,l<TT (6,61 
co•~:~ON/i-11SC/MSI7f.(208) ,FF.Alt,), AMF(1248) ,AiH (6) 
co~~ON/L OAOS/M E~ (AOl, JCOD~(AOl, ~LOAD(~Ol, RN(AO), RF(80) 
CO•IMON/PV/M, ML'.)ADS, AMX, PZ, MO f~ (9), Z (208) ,NINTEN 
REAL MOI~ 
WT= WT 0 0,001°0,0A333333 
RL = A13S (AL (M)) 

C ADD IN END MOMFNTS 
C SF.:T UP AMF 

JJ = f,O(t~-1) ♦ l 
J3 :< JJ + 3 
HOLD= (AMF(JJ) + AMf(JJ) ) /RL 
DO l O O I= l, q 
x= 1 
X = X * 0 • l * RI. 

100 MOMII> = HOLD .. X - AMF(JJ) 
C ADD IN MOMENTS FRO~ WT 

00 101 I=l,Q 
X = I 
X = X * 0 • 1 * R•_ 

)(ll M0 1~11) = MOM(l) +((WT*Xit(RL-X))/2,0) * ABS(CTCM)) 
C WORK ON MEMb[R LO~DS 

00 1n2 IA=l• ML~ADS 
IF (MOl<IA) .NE. ·~) GO TO 102 
A = ~N ( t .A) •RL 
H = RF(IA)<>RL 
f = <-1,Q)<>PLOA~(IA> 
GO TO (10,20•30,102,102,10?.,40,102,102,102,102) JCODE(IA> 

C POINT LOADS 
10 t ◄ OLD = f*A 

no 11'13 I=l,9 
X=I 
X = X * 0,1 * Rt. 
IF (X,(,T,A) GO TO 104 
Mf"IIA([) = MOll(I) • (!JltXOf)/RL 
r.o TO 103 

l 04 MOM< I) = MOM ( I l + ( HOLD* ( -1 • 0) 0 X) /r{L • HOLD 
103 CONTtNUE 

GO TO 102 
C UNtFORM LOADS 

?.O HOLD= (RL-A-d) 
Pl= F•HOL0*(2.~*H•HOLD)/12,0*RL) 
Rl = f*H0LD<>(2.0°A+HOLD)/12,0*RL) 
DO 105 I =l, ~ 

x=J 
X = X * 0,1 * RL 
lF IX-A) lO~tlOl'itl07 

lC'l6 '-1O ·-l([l = MOl~(II • Rl*X 
GO TO 105 

107 IF (X-(Pl - tj)) l0Atl09,109 
l~ll 1'0M(l) = MQ'-1(1) + ((Rl*X) - (fit(X-Al**2)/2,0) 

GO TO 11)5 
lOQ MOM(J) = MOM(J) + R2*CRL-X) 
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60 

65 

7.j 

75 

85 

100 

5 

H15 CONTINUE: 
GO TO 1C2 

C CO~CENTRATED MOMENTS 
JO Rl = F/RL 

F =f-1.0) <> F 
00 110 I=l,Q 
x=I 
X = x0 0.l*RL 
IF (X-Al 111,111,112 

111 MO"l(l) = MulHI> + Rl*X 
GO TO 110 

112 t~~ll(I) = MOM(I) + (Rl*X+f) 
110 C0'H INUE 

r.O TO 102 
C U~JFORMLY VARING LOAD 

qo 00 113 I=l, 9 
x=I 
X = (l.0 - X*O.\)ORL 
t➔OLO = f*RL/2.0 

113 MOMCJ) = MOM(!) + HOLO°X*(QL*RL - X<>X)/(J.Q*RL<>RL) 
102 COIHINUI: 

WT= WT*lOoo.0°12.0 
ftMX = A45(AMf(JJ)) 
If (ftdS(AMf(Jll).GT.AMX) AMX = A8S(AMF(J3)) 
IF (N!MfEl~.~W.l) GO TO 115 
If I I I' I ~ CM I • F \J • 1 l GO T\J 11 5 

C JUGGLE MOMENTS FOR 9/10 FACTOR 
H0Lr, = MOM(\) 
00 116 I=2, 9 

116 IF 1'·10M<I>.c;T.HOL0> HOLD= MOMIJ) 
If P·lflLfl.LT.O.Ol GO ro 115 
If (HOLL).C,T .AM;O .GO TO 115 
X = CABS(A~f(JJll + ABSIAMFIJ3)))/2o0 
r,o l 1 7 I= 1 • 1 0 
HOLOl = HOLD 
At~X l :: AMX 
f = I 
F = f <> l'loOl 
Al-I)(} : AMX} * (1.0 - F) 
HOLDl :: HOLOl + f*X 
IF (HOL')l ol T .MIX}) GO TO 117 
GO TO 118 

117 cOrHJNUE 
11~ AMX = Al-1Xl 

AMXA = HOLOl 
GO TO 200 

llS ftMXA = ABS(HOLO) 
200 Pl= A8S(AMF(JJ-2)) 

RETURN 
ENO 

SUH~OUTl~E STORE 

SU~ROUTINE STORE (M) 

CDC 6400 f"TN 

C0MMON/SIMEQ/S(112,30l, AJ(312l, DJl312l, AJ01312) 
C0~MON/MJSC/MSI 7 El?08>,FEAC6)o AMfll24A),AMll6) 
CO~~ON/f~T/RT16,A), CTl20Al,ST!20~l,RTT(6o6) 
C0"1MON/REfS/JCC?0B)oKCl208l,INl6l, ltiCl?08),flXVZ(312) 
Cl\LL fOR"lRT(t-11 
CALL MULT (PTT,~06,FEA,6,l,AMl) 
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l ~-

5 

1~ 

Jc; 

SUAPOUTINE TAULfC cue MOO fTN 

SUrlROUTINE TAHLF.C !THETA) 
C0M~QN/FSM/SMl6,6lt AHEA(213l, E, 4L(20~l,IX(213), IP1N(20A) 
COYMON/LO~OS/ME~IAO), JCODE(RO), MLOADIROI, RN(AO), Rf(80) 
CO~MON/P~/M, MLOADS, AMX, PZ, MUM(QI, X(20A),NINTEN 
Tt1C:TII : OeO 
!JO 100 I=l, MLOr.OS 
IF ( :~;:::tHI).N(.M) GO TO 101) 
GO TO<l02,104•lO?,lOO,lOO•lOO•l04) JCODE(I) 

102 lHETA = -1).A 
If (IPIN!f-1).EO.t) THETA= -0.2 
Gn TO 100 

104 THf:TA = -0.4 
Jf (IPIN(M).EO.)) THETA= -0.0 
G·"J TO l nr, 

J 00 Cv 'H INUE 
lOfi RETURN 

ENO 

SU!lf<OUT (NE G lRMOO CDC 6400 fTN 

SUR~OUTINf r.J~MOQ CTE5T,KTEST•JTEST,NC) 
C: h11S <;U1J~OlJTl~1F 1-,nn n-u:s GA A~O (,~ IF THE nPPO<;JTE El~l) CO~l)IfJON OF 
C A GJ~~r~ J<; PI~NFn 0~ fl~EO. 

cu:~l~ON/IIEfSI.JC.(?0~) .KC(20~) tlM(6), IHC(20A) ,FIXY7.1312) 
C:0MMON/EFL/Y(2nq), ~K, NM, S~AY, PIE 
TEST= l.O 
t,,,A = JTEST 
IF P·1A.t-.iE.NC) MIi = KTEST 
I'd= 3~(M4-1) • l 
JF IY('Hd.r.T.S~II\Y) GO TO 100 
IF (FIXVl(M~).MF.0.0 ■ 0R.FJXYl(MH ♦ )).NE.o.o, TEST= 1.5 
IF (flXYl(Y~•?.I.N~.o.o.AND.TE ~T.EQ.}.5) TEST= 2.0 
r.o TO l 00? 

100 If (FIXYZ(µ~).NF.o.o.oR.FlXYZ(~B•l).NE.o.o> TEST= o.s 
lCOO qouRN 

ENO 
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15 

c; 

C STORE -AMl IN AJ 
CALL INOEXCM) 
00 1 06 tA=l, 6 
klA = IN(IA) 

}I)-, .\JO( MA ) = AJO(M/\) - Al~l (IA) 

C STO~E MEMBER fEA I N AMF 
MA = 6 • CM-1) 
00 105 IA=l, 6 
MA = MA + l 

1Q r; AMF(MA) = At~f(Mfd • Ff.A(IA) 
PETURN 
Et.JD 

5UiPOUTlNE Cl514l 

~U ~RO UTINE Cl514l 

CDC MOO fTN 

co •~l-10N /'-1ISC/t1S17E : 208> ,fEAC 6), AMf(l?. 1tR) ,AtAl (6) 
CO ~MON /PV/M, MLnAUS, AMX, PZ, MOMl91, XC208),NINTEN 
co i~nON/CuMP/FA, FYifLOC2013) ,C0EP(213l, CTW(?.13), Cl:ff(213), CDAF(21 

111 • •i ~Cf.X(?ORl ,<:Tf(213) 
r. 1~11s c;u ,n~OUTINE CHfOcS 1,5,1,4,l OF THE CODE 

J = M5l7E("11 
SFY = sn~T(FYIELD (M)) 

C C,1ECK 1.5,l,4.lD 
A,)OT = 412,0 • (l.0-2,33 40 FA/FYIELO(Mll/SfY 
JF lhOOT,lT,?">7,0 /SF YI AOOT = 257,0/SfY 
DOT= COEPIJI/CT~ ( J) 
If (MT,GT,ADOT) GO TO 100 

C CHECK 1,5,1,4,IE 
AOOT = 7A,0°(CHF(J)/SFY) 
nor= ?~ono.0l(FY ELD(M)*CDAf(J)) 
JF (l)UT,GT,AOOT) AOOT = DOT 
IF (~QC(X(Ml,GT,ADOTI GO TO 100 

C C~ECK 1,5,1,4,lR,C 
NINTl:N = 2 
D0T = o.s•c~F(J)/CTF(J) 
ADOT = <;?.,?/SfY 
IF rn ;;; cf:X(M) .EO.O,O) ADOT = 190,0/SfY 
IF <DOT,GT,ADOTl GO TO 100 
NINTEN = l 

100 RETURN 
END 
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Appendix C 

MEMBER SIZES AND DEFLECTED SHAPES FOR SELECTED FRAMES 

This appendix shows the chosen member sizes and deflected shapes 

for several of the frames designed. Figs. C.l to C.4 list the member 

sizes selected for the rigid .frame, the X braced vertical truss, the K 

braced rigid frame and K braced rigid frame with an outrigger truss on 

the top floor. Since the frames are symmetrical, only the member sizes 

for one exterior bay and the interior bay are given. 

Figure C.S shows the deflected shapes for the K braced vertical 

truss and the rigid frame. The vertical truss shows its relative 

increase in stiffness at the lower levels as opposed to the rigid 

frames decrease in stiffness in the same area. The upswing of the rigid 

frame's deflection curve at the top illustrates the result of the smaller 

wind moment distortions when gravity loads rather than wind loads 

governed the member stress. 

Figure C.6 shows the deflected shapes for the K braced rigid frame, 

the outrigger trussed rigid frame and the multistory X braced rigid 

frame. The gradual S shape of the K braced rigid frame respresents the 

combination of the two curves of Fig. B.S. Since the outrigger truss 

is simply the K braced rigid frame with t he external bays of the top 

floor X braced, the stiffening effect of the external bracing is 

clearly s~en. It tends to exaggerate the S shape by increasing the 

stiffness at the top of the frame. The stiffness of the multistory 

X braced frame is also shown. 
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Exterior Interior 

Floor Column Beam Column Beam Bracing 

W24 X 61 W24 X 61 
20 IH4 X 43 Wl4 x 38 

W24 X 84 IV24 X 84 
19 Wl ,l X 43 Wit! x 48 

W24 X 100 W24 x 100 
18 W14 x 48 111 1 11 v f,] 

W30 X 172 W30 x 172 
1 7 1111 A v t<. 1 hJl,1 ~ 7A 

-

W30 X 210 W30 X 210 
16 W14 x 68 i\l] 11 V ~11 

W30 X 21 0 W30 X 210 
15 l'/14 x 78 Vl4 X 103 

W30 x 210 W30 X 210 
14 Wl4 X 87 \I} 14 x l l Q 

W30 X 210 \V30 X 210 
n 1111 .1 v 10, hll,1 v 1 7.t=. 

W30 x 210 ~V30 X 210 
1? \IJl Ll v 11 1 l\11 Ll v 1 ,1? 

W30 X 210 V30 X 21 0 
11 1\11 ti X 1 1 C) l111 .1 v 1 (, 7 

W30 X 210 ~V30 X 210 
10 Wl4 x 142 VI '1 x 176 

W30 x 2 LO ~V 30 X 210 
Q \\Jltl v 1c;n l111 ? v ? () ) 

W30 X 21 0 r.V30 X 210 
8 W14 X 176 '114 X 219 -

W30 X 210 ~V30 X 210 
7 Wl4 X 211 \114 X 246 

W30 x 210 W30 X 21 0 
6 Wl4 x 211 l\Jl 4 x ?,16 

W30 x 210 W30 X 210 
5 \'/14 X 219 Wl4 x 264 

W30 x 210 W30 X 210 
4 \\'14 X 219 Wl4 x 264 

W30 X 210 W30 X 210 
3 W14 x 237 W14 x 287 

W30 X 21 0 W30 X 210 
') Wl4 x ? 7,7 l\JlA v ,?n 

W36 X 300 W36 X 300 
1 \'114 X 455 w1.1 v c;nn 

Fig. C.1 Member sizes for the rigid frame. 
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F v-t- P ·i ,..,. Tn-t~r ·i nr 

Floor Column Beam Column Beam Bracing 

IV18 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
20 Wl4 X 22 Wl4 X 68 Wl 4 X 43 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
19 Wl4 X 22 Wl4 x 167 Wl4 X 43 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
18 l\'14 X 30 Wl4 x 202 Wl4 X 43 

\HS X 40 Wl8 X 40 
17 W14 x 30 Wl4 x 228 Wl 4 X 43 

\HS X 40 WIS X 40 
16 Wl4 X 30 Wl4 x 264 Wl4 X 43 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
15 Wl4 x 34 Wl4 x 370 WI 4 X 48 

Wl8 x 40 W[8 x 4U 
14 Wl4 x 38 Wl4 x 370 Wltl X 53 

Wl8 X '10 Wl8 X 40 
n Wl4 X 43 W1 4 X 370 Wl4 X 61 

WIS X 40 Wl8 x 40 
12 Wl4 X 48 W1 4 x 4S5 Wl4 X 61 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
11 Wl4 X 48 Wl4 X 455 Wl 4 X 61 

Wl8 X 40 Wl 8 X 40 
10 W14 X 53 Wl4 x 455 Wl4 X 61 

Wl8 X 40 IH 8 X 40 
9 Wl4 X 53 W14 X 455 Wl/4 X 61 

W18 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
8 Wl4 X 61 Wl4 X 455 Wl4 X 61 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 x 40 
7 Wl4 X 61 Wl4 X 500 Wl4 X 61 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
6 W14 x 6R. Wl4 X 500 Wl4 X 61 

W18 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
s Wl4 x 68 Wl4 x 500 Wl4 X 68 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
4 W14 x 68 Wl l1 Y 500 Wl4 X 68 

W18 X 40 W18 X 40 
~ IW14 x 74 W14 v 500 Wl.1 v f.R. 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
? 1111,1 y 7~ \111,1 V c;c;n !111 A v 7 A 

Wl8 X 40 Wl8 X 40 
1 WlA v R.7 WlA Y c;c;o WJ,1 v 7R 

Fig. C.2 Member sizes for the X braced vertical truss. 
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1=vt0ri nr Interior 

Floor Column Beam Column Beam Bracing 

W21 X 44 Wl8 X 35 
20 IH4 X 38 W]4 x 38 Wl4 x 22 

W21 X 49 Wl8 x 35 
19 Wl4 x 38 W14 X 53 Wl4 X 34 

W21 X 49 Wl8 X 35 
18 Wl 4 v 41 \\11 4 v R 7 1\1 I ,1 v '\4 

W21 X 49 W2 l X 44 
1 7 \\11 ,1 y ,1-.; \\11 d Y R7 \\11 /'.1 V 'l:A 

W21 X 49 W21 X 44 
16 \Vl4 x 48 W]4 x 9S Wl4 x 1'1 

W21 X 49 W21 X 44 
15 \'114 X 53 Wl4 x 111 1'114 X 34 

W24 x 55 W21 X 49 
14 Wl4 X 61 Wl4 x ll l W14 X 34 

W24 x ss W2l X 49 
13 iWI 4 x (>8 WI 4 x I 1 I Wltl x _,A 

W24 X 55 W2 1 X 49 
12 Wl -1 x 68 \1/J,1 X 127 W14 x '18 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
11 W14 x 68 W14 Y 14? \\I 1 4 v 11 R 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
10 W14 X 74 W14 X 150 Wl4 X 48 

W24 X 55 W2l X 49 
9 1'114 X 74 Wl4 x 158 lfl4 X 48 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
8 Wl4 x 78 \1/14 X 176 Wl4 X 48 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
7 Wl4 x 84 Wl4 x 193 Wl4 X 48 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
6 Wl4 X 84 Wl4 X 219 Wl4 X 48 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
5 Wl4 x 84 Wl 4 x 219 Wl4 X 48 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
4 W14 x 87 Wl 4 X 237 W14 X 48 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
3 W14 X 87 Wl4 x 246 \1/14 X 48 

W24 X 55 \1/21 X 49 
2 Wl4 X 95 Wl4 x 74 6 W14 x 53 

W24 X 55 W21 X 49 
1 Wl4 X 95 Wl4 x 264 \1/14 x 61 

Fig. C.3 Member sizes for the K braced rigid frame. 
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Exterior Interior 

Floor Column Beam Column Beam Bracing 

Wl 4 x 34 Wl4 x 30 Wl4 X-43E 
20 Wl4 x 30 Wl4 X 43 Wl4 X 34J 

Wl8 x 40 Wl2 X 19 
19 Wl4 x 38 Wl4 X 53 Wl4 X 22 

W21 X 44 Wl2 X 16. 5 
lR IV14 x °\H W14 x 7R 11/14 x ,o 

W2 l X 44 Wl2 x 19 
1 7 \111 II v LI .~ 1111 It v 7 R Wllt v ,O 

IV21 X 55 Wl2 x 19 
16 Wl4 X 43 W1'1 X 78 Wl4 X 30 

W21 X 55 Wl 2 X 19 
15 Wl4 X 53 Wl4 X 84 Wl4 x 30 

W21 X 55 Wl2 x 19 
14 WI,1 X 61 Wltl x 84 W14 X :rn 

W21 X 55 Wl2 x 19 
n 11/14 X 61 Wltl x 87 Wl 4 x \() 

W21 X 55 Wl2 X 22 
p IV14 x 68 \fl .1 Y Q ~ 1\114 X ,d 

W21 X 55 Wl2 X 22 
11 \• I 1 4 y (-,H 1111 4 Y ()~ 1111 d v -:i:,1 

\\'21 X 55 Wl4 X 26 
10 1\114 Y 74 \\I 1 4 x 1 11 W14 Y \8 

1\124 X 55 Wl4 x 30 
9 \04 X 74 W 14 X 127 Wl ti X 43 

W24 X 55 Wl4 X 30 
8 W14 X 78 IVJ,1 x 142 Wl 4 X 43 

W24 X 61 Wl4 X 30 
7 Wl4 X 78 WI 4 X 158 Wl4 X 43 

W24 X 61 \V14 X 30 
6 Wl 4 X 84 W14 X 176 Wlr X 43 

W24 X 61 Wl4 X 34 
5 WJ 4 X 84 WJ4 X 193 Wltl X 43 

W24 X 61 WM X 34 
4 \ff4 X 87 Wl4 X 211 WJ/1 X '18 

W24 X 61 Wl8 X 35 
3 Wl4 X 95 WJ 4 X 237 Wl4 X 48 

W24 X 68 Wl6 X 40 
? W14 x q5 Wl4 x 287 Wl4 X 48 

W24 X 68 Wl6 X 40 
1 Wl4 x 95 Wl4 x 320 W14 X 61 

Fig. C.4 Member sizes for the outrigger truss (20th floor). 
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Fig. C. 5 Deflected shapes of various frames, 3/4 (W+G) loading. 
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Fig. C.6 Deflected shapes of various frames, 3/4 (W+G) loading. 
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